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EXECUTIVE

SUMMARY

On September 17, 1991, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) published
for comment a proposed rule on environmental review for renewal of nuclear power
plant operating licenses, Proposed Ruled 10 CFR Part 51, Environmental Review for
Renewal of Operating Licenses (Proposed Rule), The Proposed Rule, which codifies
a Generic Environmental Impact Statement (GELS), governs how the NRC will
examine environmental impacts of relicensing nuclear power plant (NPP) operation
when NPP's appiy,for relicensing under 10 CFR Part 54. License renewal would
extend the presently permitted forty years of operation to sixty years.
The Minnesota Agencies object to this Proposed Rule and GElS on two
fundamental grounds. First, the NRC has attempted to appropriate the states'
regulatory authority over the non.safety aspects of nuclear power generation, in
violation of the Atomic Energy Act (AEA) and case law. Second, the NRC did not
comply with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). The proposed Rule
obstructs public participation and conceals environmental impact concerns that should
be before the NRC during site-specific relicensing consideration. As a result, the
Proposed rule must be withdrawn. In the event the NRC refuses to withdraw the
Proposed Rule, the NRC must amend the Rule as discussed in these Comments.
PremptILn1_

fSiateAuQhP

ly

The Proposed Rule impermissibly attempts to preempt state authority relevant to
the relicensing of nuclear power plants. Pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act, and
relevant Judicial interpretations and related regulations, the NRC regulates the
radiological safety aspects of construction and operation of a nuclear power plant,
Pursuant to these same authorities, states retain their traditional authority to regulate
electrical utilities with respect to questions of need, reliability, cost, and other retated
concerns. In the Proposed Rule, however, the NRC attempts to preempt the states'
role in relicensing by deciding issues of need, cost, and other concerns. The NRC's
Intent to preempt these states' rights is manifested In its failure to adopt the view of
commenters responding to the 1990 Nolico of Proposed Rulemaking who stated that
the NRC should defer to the states' need determinations. The NRC has since
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indicated to the Minnesota Agencies (at the November 4-5, 1991, Workshop) and to
Vermont Governor Howard Dean, that its proposed rule is *not intended" to alter the
current rights'and responsibilities of either the states or Commission. However, the
NRC has neither withdrawn the Proposed Rule nor amended it accordingly, nor
defined the NRC's current rights and responsibilities vis-a-vis the states.
Failure to Comply with Natlonal Environmental Policy Act
The NRC proposal also fails to comply with the following aspects of the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA):
Public involvement is obstructed in violation of NEPA. The NRC proposal will,
prohibit public discussion on most of the issues identified in the GElS when
the NRC considers individual license renewal applications. Public
discussion will also be prevented on any remaining Issues when the NRC
prepares a final environmental assessment (EA) finding of no significant
impact, because EAs do not require public comment. Preventing public
comment is directly contrary to the explicit dictates of NEPA.
The GEIS is used impermissibly to justify the NRC's predetermined decision
to relicense nuclear power plants. The Council on Environmental Quality
regulations implementing NEPA require that an EIS assess the impact of
proposed agency actions, "rather than justify decisions already made."
The Proposed Rule eliminates consideration of the majority of GElS issues
when an applicant applies to relicense a specific nuclear power plant.
Codification of the GElS does not fulfill requirements that environmental
impacts be fully considered In individual plant relicensing applications. The
NRC's use of the GElS in this Proposed Rule fails to properly tier documents.
By categorically excluding most issues, the Proposed Rule also fails to
consider the cumulative or interactive effects of the issues at the local level.
NEPA's mandate to consider significant new information Is ignored in the
Proposed Rule. No provision permits examination of significant new
Information for any issue predetermined as acceptable in the GElS. No
provision exists for periodic agency review of the underlying GElS or for
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introducing new information during NRC consideration of a specific
application for license renewal.
The Proposed Rule usurps the state role to determine need in light of
alternatives and their cost. Further, the rule prevents consideration of
demand-side management, conservation, and renewables during plant
specific relicensing. The NRC ignores rapidly changing technologies and
costs of non-nuclear, non-fossil fueled power generation alternatives. The
NRC recognizes the site-specific nature of many alternatives, but fails to act
.on this recognition. The NRC also examines only large scale and centralized
power station applications.
The Proposed Rule and the GElS violate NEPA by failing to identify other
environmental review requirements by State or local governments or by other
Federal agencies and by failing to provide for concurrent or cooperative
environmental studies. CEO regulations require agencies to *identify other
environmental review ... requirements so the lead and cooperating agencies
may prepare other required analysis and studies concurrently with, and
integrated with, the environmental impact statement ... ." Codification the
GElS in the Proposed Rule bars incorporation of the results of future work by
other entities into the NRC's consideration of individual applications for NPP
license renewal. Furthermore, in violation of NEPA, the Proposed Rule fails
to consider conflicts between the proposed action and objectives of federal,
regional, state, local, or tribal governments.
Comments on Speclfic GElS Sections
The Minnesota Agencies comment on several specific aspects of the GELS,
pointing out the GElS' inadequacy as a basis for limiting discussion of environmental
Issues when relicensing individual nuclear power plants, Among the most significant
are the NRC's failure to address the impact of increasing high-level radioactive waste,
and to consider the cumulative or interactive effects of multiple issues. The Minnesota
Agencies provide detailed comments on GElS sections addressing:
# Need.for generation capacity,
* Alternatives to relicensing of individual nuclear power plants,
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•
•
*
*

Human health,
Hydrology, terrestrial and aquatic ecology, and land use,
Solid waste management, and
Postulated accidents.

The Minnesota Agencies Recommend
* That the Proposed Rule be withdrawn, or in the alternative modified to:
- Specifically provide in the rule that the Proposed Rule does not preempt state
jurisdiction over determination of the need for relicensed nuclear power plant
capacity, taking cost (including that of high-level nuclear waste storage and
disposal) and alternatives into consideration.
- Modify the proposed rule to require NRC to produce a Mr•ft environmental
assessment (EA) or a supplemental EIS for individual nuclear power plant
relicensing applications and to require notice for public comment.
Preparation of a final EA or SEIS without public notice and comment is
unacceptable.
• Provide for reopening the GElS upon presentation of significant new
information without undue administrative impediments, or for consideration of
specific issues now classified as Category 1 upon presentation of significant
new information.
- Schedule NRC review of GElS adequacy every 5 five years at a minimum.
* That specific GElS issues regarding capacity need, alternatives, human health
impacts, aquatic and terrestrial ecology, solid waste management, spent fuel
accumulation and storage, and postulated accidents be defined as Category 3 site
specific issues.
* That the GElS be revised to remedy identified unsupported assumptions and
missing Information cited therein.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Minnesota Agencies submit these comments on Proposed Rule 10 C.F.R.
Part 51, Environmental Review for Renewal of Operating Licenses. 56 Fed. Reg.
47016 (1991) (to be codified at 10 C.F.R. pt. 51) (proposed Sept. 17, 1991). The
Minnesota Agencies have two major objections to the Proposed Rule. First, the
Proposed Rule exceeds the authority of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
under the Atomic Energy Act by determining issues of need and cost that properly
belong to the states. Second, as the Minnesota Agencies will demonstrate, the
Proposed Rule violates the National Environmental Policy Act by codifying a generic
environmental impact statement in a rule which obstructs public participation, does not
incorporate cooperation with state environmental impact laws, and prevents
subsequent site-specific analysis of most environmental issues during a nuclear
power plant relicensing application.
These Comments address the legal issues of preemption and of compliance
with NEPA. These Comments address why the NRC's placement of specific potential
environmental impacts into Category 1 is erroneous. Additionally, these Comments
address specific areas of the generic environmental impact statement which contain
missing information, insufficient detail, and unsupported conclusory statements. The
discussions of the specific environmental areas illustrate how the Proposed Rule
violates NEPA and attempts to preempt states' rights. The Minnesota Agencies
request withdrawal of the Proposed Rule. In the alternative, the Minnesota Agencies
recommend modifications to the Proposed Rule to correct deficiencies, to prevent
violations of other law, and to keep the Rules within NRC authority.

1
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H1.

BACKGROUND

On September 17, 1991, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) published
its Proposed Rule 10 C.F.R. pt. 51 on Environmental Review for Renewal of Operating
Licenses (Proposed Rule). 56 Fed. Reg. 47016. The Proposed Rule governs how the
NRC will examine environmental impacts of nuclear power plant (NPP) operation
when NPPs apply for relicensing under 10 C.F.R. Part 54. Id. As part of their
compliance with 10 C.F.R. pt. 54, each applicant for license renewal will submit an
environmental report that complies with the Proposed Rule 10 C.F.R. pt. 51. W.&. at
47017. No longer will the preparation of an environmental impact statement be
automatically required when a utility applies to renew its operating license as was
previously the case under Part 51. Compare 10 C.F.R. § 51.20(b)(2)(1991) with
Proposed Rule § 51.20(b)(2), 56 Fed. Reg. at 47027.
As a basis for this Part 51 rulemaking, the NRC conducted a study of potential
environmental impacts of NPP license renewals and prepared a draft Generic
Environmental Impact Statement (GELS). The study purported to (1) identify all
potential impacts to the environment and other National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA) issues associated with plant license renewal; (2) determine which impacts and
other need issues could be evaluated generically for all plants; and (3) determine the
significance of the issues that could be generically evaluated. J.L In the resulting
GELS, NRC staff identifies 104 potential environmental impact issues and divides its
conclusions about those environmental impact issues into three categories. Ud at
47019-20, 47029-35. Category 1 includes those impact issues which the NRC
concluded generically were acceptable for all NPPs. tL at 47019-20. Eighty issues
fall into Category 1. iU at 47020. Category 2 includes those impact Issues which the
NRC concluded generically were acceptable for a certain subset of all nuclear power
plants seeking relicensing. LU. at 47019-20. Twenty-two issues fall into Category 2.
Ud at 47020. Category 3 includes those two issues about which the NRC concluded
no generic conclusion on impact could be reached. jý In short, the NRC has
excluded 102 out of 104 environmental impact issues from consideration for the
majority of NPP relicensing applications.
The Proposed Rule codifies the findings made in the NRC's Generic
Environmental Impact Statement. LU. at 47016-17. Proposed 10 C.F.R. pt. 51, §
51.53(c)(3) provides:

2

For those applicants seeking an initial renewal license and
holding an operating license as of June 30, 1992, . . . the
scope of issues to be addressed in the supplemental
[environmental] report will be limited to the following:
(i) unless otherwise required by the Commission, no
discussion of license renewal issues identified as Category
1 issues in appendix B of subpart A of this part is required in
the supplemental report.
56 Fed. Reg. at 47028. Section 51.53(c)(3) also provides that as long as the
supplemental report demonstrates that the NPP fits within the bounds specified in
section 51.53(c)(3)(ii)(A)-(J), no assessment need be made of those Category 2
impacts either. Id, Only for the two issues identified as Category 3, does section
51.53(c)(3)(iii) provide unconditionally that the supplemental environmental report
must contain an impact assessment. Lo, The Category 3 issues encompass
threatened or endangered species and local transportation during periods of license
renewal related refurbishment activities. U
Thus, applicants for license renewal prepare an environmental report (ER) that
addresses only two Category 3 issues and perhaps a few Category 2 issues if the
applicant plant does not fit within the Rule's parameters for generically determined
Category 2 impact issues.
NRC staff then prepares an environmental assessment or, "if warranted," a
supplemental environmental impact statement that addresses only those matters
addressed in the ER. Preparation and consideration of the ER requires no public
comment. See 10 C.F.R. §§ 51.30 to 51.35. The ER then becomes the only document
used to assess the environmental impacts of renewal of a particular nuclear power
plant's operating license.

3

Ill.

LEGAL ARGUMENT

The Proposed Rule codifying the GElS exceeds NRC authority and violates
NEPA. The Proposed Rule as described above limits the scope of environmental
review for each plant license renewal to only those impacts for which the NRC decided
no generic conclusion could be reached: Category 2 impacts for NPPs that do not fit
within the bounds specified, which comprise a small minority of the 118 plants
covered, and two Category 3 issues. Id, at 47020. Among those issues excluded from
consideration because they fall into Category 1 are: (1) need for generating capacity;
(2) possible alternatives to nuclear power; (3) costs of radiation exposure; (4)
decommissioning: (5) economic benefits of nuclear power; and (6) solid-waste
management including mixed waste and spent fuel. By placing these issues in
Category 1 and removing them from consideration in plant specific relicensing
applications, the NRC raises issues of preemption that are of paramount concern to
the states. Similarly, the NRC's action raises questions of whether it has complied with
NEPA and the Council on Environmental Quality's (CEO) regulations, 40 C.F.R. parts
1500-1508 (1990), governing agencies' compliance with the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA). The Proposed Rule provides no opportunity to address Category 1
and Category 2 issues in a relicensing application for a specific NPP that falls within
required parameters. According to the published notice in the Federal Register, the
only way to reopen environmental issues on the basis of new information is petitioning
to amend the rules. I.s at 47019. The Commission does state that it intends to
periodically review the GElS finding, but makes no provision for a definite review
period in the rule. See 56 Fed. Reg. at 47029 (Appendix B to Subpart A). The
Minnesota Agencies will demonstrate in the following sections how the GElS with its
method of categorizing issues and the Proposed Rule's codification of those
categories impermissibly attempts to preempt states' rights and responsibilities and
violates NEPA.
A.

The Proposed Rule Exceeds NRC Authority Because It
Impermissibly Preempts The States' Determination Of Need

In the arena of nuclear power regulation, the courts in interpreting NRC
authority under the Atomic Energy Act have delineated the areas appropriate for
federal regulation and those left to the states. "Mhe Federal Government maintains
complete control of the safety and 'nuclear' aspects of energy generation; the states
4
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exercise their traditional authority over the need for additional generating capacity, the
type of generating facility to be licensed, land use, rulemaking, and the like." Pacific
Gas & Electric Co. v. State Energy Resources Conservation & Development Comm,,
461 U.S. 190, 212, 103 S.Ct. 1713, 1726 (1983). In finding that the states retained
authority to determine need, the Court reviewed the entire history of the Atomic Energy
Act (AEA) and relied on language in the Act which states, "Nothing in this section shall
be construed to affect the authority of any state or local agency to regulate activities for
purposes other than protection against radiation hazards." 42 U.S.C. § 2021(k)
(quoted in PG & E, 461 U.S. at 208, 103 S.Ct. at 1724). The Supreme Court
proceeded to recognize consideration of costs related to the nuclear waste problem as
a non-safety issue within the state's purview. PG & E, 461 U.S. at 213-214, 103 S.Ct.
at 1727. The Surireme Court also noted that even where the NRC exercises exclusive
jurisdiction, the AEA created an advisory role for the states, § 274(l), 42 U.S.C. §
2021(1), and directed the NRC "to cooperate with the states even in the formulation of
standards for regulation against radiation hazards," § 274(g), 21 U.S.C. § 2021(g). PG
&._E, 461 U.S. at 210 n. 21, 103 S.Ct. at 1725, n. 21.
In spite of the absolute right of states to determine need for generating power
based on cost or other considerations of a non-safety nature, the NRC in this
rulemaking has determined the need for nuclear power for decades to come. In
making that determination, the NRC has taken a regional approach to consideration of
the need for power, conservation and load management. Id..at 47025. The NRC did
not concern itself with whether specific utilities complied with the Public Utilities
Regulatory Policy Act (PURPA) and state and local conservation efforts. See ld., NRC
Response to Question No. 6. On the basis of its assessment of need, including flawed
consideration of conservation and cogeneration, the NRC classified need as Category
1, requiring no further consideration during license renewal. 56 Fed. Reg. at 47029.
Thus, the NRC has determined generically that every one of the nation's nuclear
power plants are needed without obtaining input from the states and in violation of
NRC authority.
When Commenters, recognizing that need determination belonged to the
states, argued in response to NRC's advance notice of proposed rulemaking that the
NRC should defer to a state's determination of need for generating capacity, the NRC
declined and instead merely encouraged state agencies to comment on any
significant disagreements between the NRC's analysis in the GElS and the state's own
5
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analysis. 56 Fed. Reg. at 47024, Responses to comments on the proposed
rulemaking elicited by NRC's published advance notice of proposed rulemaking in 55
Fed. Reg. 29964 (July 23, 1990). Such a response reveals the NRC intent to preempt
individual states' rights to determine need by occupying the field. Case law
interpreting the scope of the AEA emphatically denies NRC that right. See PG &E,
461 U.S. at 205-212, 103 S.Ct. at 1722-26 (discussing history and scope of AEA)); see
also, Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corn. v. Natural Resources Defense Council.
Inc., 435 U.S. 519, 550 (1978) (states empowered to make initial decision regarding
need for power). Additionally, whether a specific NPP's compliance with PURPA and
conservation efforts at state and local levels could negate the need for nuclear power
generation comprises a state issue under the AEA and relevant case law. See. e.g.,
PG & E, 461 U.S. At 205-212, 103 S.Ct. at 1722-26. By preventing consideration of
need during site-specific relicensing, the Proposed Rule exceeds NRC authority.
During the NRC Workshop held November 4-5, 1991, attorney Muzino of the
NRC assured Amy Kvalseth, Counsel for the Minnesota Department of Public Service,
that the NRC did not intend to preempt states' rights. Acting NRC Chairman Kenneth
C. Rogers expressed the same view in a letter to Governor Howard Dean of Vermont
when he wrote: "The proposed rule is not intended to alter the current rights and
responsibilities of either the states or the Commission." Letter from Rogers to Dean of
January 8, 1992.
Regardless of motive, however, the Proposed Rule must be read as written.
Because its wording appears to preempt states' rights, it can mislead state agencies
regarding the extent of NRC authority. Minnesota experience exemplifies the problem.
During a 1978 Minnesota rulemaking on nuclear storage facilities, the hearing
examiner stated, "The Minnesota Energy Agency clearly does not have authority to re
examine the issue of need for the [Prairie Island] generating facility since that issue
was previously determined by the Federal Government [in granting the operating
license)." Report of Hearing Examiner in Hearing on Proposed Rules, 6 M.C.A.R. Sec.
2.1101-2.1191, at 7 (Sept. 12, 1978). At that time, however, both the language of the
AEA and case law clearly provided that need for capacity was a state issue, not a
federal one. See Vermont Yankee, 435 U.S. at 550 (decided in 1978). Nevertheless,
the hearing examiner confused such a fundamental concept in the context of an EIS
determination and proceeded under a misunderstanding of the law.

6
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In short, the Proposed Rule is subject to misinterpretation. When a rule is
vulnerable to impermissible interpretation, the rule will be vacated as ambiguous and
vague. See Union of Concerned Scientists v. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comm'n, 824
F.2d 108, 119 (E.C. Cir. 1987) (vacating backfitting rule as vague and ambiguous
because it was vulnerable to impermissible interpretation). In fact, when the NRC
proposes a rule open to misinterpretation, the NRC also opens itself up to criticism by
the court. As the court in Union of Concerned Scientists stated regarding the
ambiguity of the backfitting rule, "we suspect that the Commission designed the rule to
achieve this very result." !t at 119.
In light of possible impermissible interpretation, then, and since the NRC
apparently agrees it does not have the authority to preempt a state's right to determine
need, the NRC should defer to the relevant state agency's determination of need, and
refuse license renewal in the absence of need. A provision to that effect in the
Proposed Rule could state:
The supplemental report must contain the state's decision
on the need for that applicant's nuclear power generation.
Where the state has found no need for continuing power
generation by the applicant plant, the findings documented
in Table B-1 of Appendix B of Subpart A of this part no
longer demonstrate that renewal of the applicant's
operating license will have accrued benefits that outweigh
the economic, environmental and social cost of license
renewal.
This provision could be placed in proposed § 51.53(c) as a new provision "(5)" or as
part of "(4)."
In addition, the NRC should have no objection to stating specifically in the
Proposed Rule that no preemption is intended. The following provision would be
appropriate:
These regulations do not preempt a state's right and
responsibility to determine need for continued nuclear

7
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power generation based on non-safety considerations
including its own state and local environmental reviews.
This provision could amend 10 C.F.R. § 51.1, or it could be inserted in the introductory
material to Appendix B to Subpart A after the second sentence and immediately
preceding the sentence that begins, 'Table B-1 ..... In sum, if the NRC intent is not to
preempt the states, there should be no objection to such provisions explicitly
incorporating deferral to state need determination and delineating NRC authority
limits.
B.

The Proposed Rule Does Not Comply With Numerous Provisions Of
NEPA.
The following sections demonstrate why the Proposed Rule and related

documents violate the National Environmental Policy Act.
1.

Purpose.

Congress promulgated the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), 42 U.S.C. §§
4321 to 4347, to:
[d]eclare a national policy which will encourage productive
and enjoyable harmony between man and his environment;
to promote efforts which will prevent or eliminate damage to
the environment and biosphere and stimulate the health
and welfare of man; to enrich the understanding of the
ecological systems and natural resources important to the
Nation; and to establish a Council on Environmental
Quality.
42 C.F.R. § 4321.
In practice, NEPA requires agencies to present environmental information to
public officials to help them make decisions based on understanding environmental
consequences and to take action that protects, restores, and enhances the
environment. 40 C.F.R. § 1500.1(c); see also 42 U.S.C. §§ 4321. 4331(b). The Act
8
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contains 'action-forcing" provisions to ensure that federal agencies act according to
the letter and spirit of the Act. 42 U.S.C. § 4332(2), (NEPA § 102(2)); 40 C.F.R. §
1500.1(a): see als Andrus v. Sierra Club, 442 U.S. 347, 349-51 (1979). The Council
on Environmental Quality (CEQ) adopted rules, 40 C.F.R. parts 1500-1508, to direct
agencies in complying with the procedures and !. achieving the goals of the Act. Id,
The CEO regulations are binding on the NRC. Limerick Ecology Action v. United
States Nuc. Reg. Comm'n, 869 F.2d 719, 725 (3rd Cir. 1989). The NRC expressly
recognizes its obligation to comply with section 102(2) of NEPA. 10 C.F.R. § 51.1
(1991).
The primary document used to present environmental information to the public
officials is an environmental impact statement (EIS). In assessing whether the
Proposed Rule comports with NEPA requirements, the primary purpose of an EIS must
be borne in mind. CEO regulations mandate that the EIS "shall provide full and fair
discussion of significant environmental impact and shall inform decision makers and
the public of the reasonable alternatives which would avoid or minimize adverse
impacts or enhance the quality of the human environment." 40 C.F.R. § 1502.1. Thus,
the purpose of the NEPA process is to place environmental issues before decision
makers to be considered when taking action, not to resolve the issues. Ld.; see als
comments of Ms. Lucinda Swartz, Counsel for the CEQ, NRC Workshop of Nov. 4-5,
1991, Session 12 transcript at 12. The Proposed Rule, however, "resolves" most of the
issues and removes them from public purview, contrary to NEPA's purpose. In
addition, the following sections demonstrate how that action further violates NEPA.
2.

Impermissible Use Of The GElS To Justify NRC's Decision To
Relicense NPPs.

CEQ regulations specifically provide that:
"[elnvironmental impact statements shall serve as the
means of assessing the environmental impact of proposed
agency actions, rather than justifying decisions already
made."
40 C.F.R. § 1502.2(g). The GElS here, however, simply justifies the NRC's decision to
relicense plants and to expedite the process by finding 98 percent of the
9
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environmental impacts of relicensing are acceptable based on a generic nationwide
review. Preceding this rulemaking, the NRC determined that nuclear power was
necessary and relicensing should occur. The NRC then proposed these amendments
to 10 C.F.R. part 51 to establish new requirements for environmental review of NPP
relicensing applications. 56 Fed. Reg. at 47016. Underpinning these amendments is
the GElS which reaches the conclusion that 102 potential environmental impacts, over
98 percent of the impacts, are acceptable for most NPPs. W, at 47020. Eighty percent
of the potential impacts are acceptable for all NPPs of whatever type wherever located.
Id The NRC reached this conclusion in spite of new evidence regarding increased
cancer incidence at low radiation dose levels, see discussion below at IV.C.2, of
changing technology that has rapidly increased the impact of conservation and
renewables on th6 need for nuclear power, see discussion below at 111.8.5 and 6; IV.A.
and B., of continued problems with permanent high-level waste disposal, see
discussion below at III.B.5 and IV.E., and of the lack of authority under the AEA to
decide questions of need and costs, se above discussion at tlI.A. The NRC then
codified the GElS in this rulemaking.
The result is an attempt to eradicate any consideration of nuclear power issues.
More specifically, this Proposed Rule obstructs use of an EIS to assess the
environmental impact of the NRC's decision to relicense a specific nuclear power
plant. The GEIS simply attempts to justify the 10 C.F.R. Part 54 rules by emphasizing
the need for nuclear power for our country and minimizing consideration of the
environmental impacts of that power. By using the NEPA process to justify the NRC
decision to relicense NPPs, the Proposed Rule violates 40 C.F.R. § 1502.2(g).
3.

Bifurcation Of Analysis Of Environmental Impacts Between The
GEIS And Proposed Rule Negates The Public Involvement
Required In The NEPA Process.
a. The procedure adopted In the Proposed Rule precludes
public participation.

In providing environmental information to decision makers, the NEPA process
requires that federal agencies to the fullest extent possible "[eIncourage and facilitate
public involvement in decisions which affect the quality of the human environment." 40
C.F.R. § 1500.2(d). More specifically, section 1506.6(a) provides that agencies shall
10

"[m]ake diligent efforts to involve the public in preparing and implementing their NEPA
procedures." 40 C.F.R. § 1506.6(a); see also Burkey v. Ellis, 483 F. Supp. 897, 915
(N.D. Ala. E.D. 1979) (good faith compliance with NEPA requires public comment
when facts in draft EIS change). To that end, the agency must provide public notice,
i.: at § 1506.6(b), including notice to Indian tribes when effects may occur on
reservations, id. § 1506.6(b)(3)(ii).1
The NRC fails to comply with these mandates, both in preparation of the GElS
by ignoring the option of conducting public scoping meetings in areas affected, and by
codifying the GEIS into a rule that prevents for specific utility relicensing the very public
participation it is to encourage. Therefore, this Proposed Rule must be withdrawn.
The Proposed Rule obstructs public participation and conceals environmental imr.act
concerns that should be before the NRC during site-specific relicensing consideration.
In part, it does so by misusing the GElS as a tiering document without permitting
sufficient consideration of certain impacts on a site-specific basis. See discussion
below at 111.8.4.
The very structure of the Proposed Rule prevents compliance with the mandate
to involve the public. The Proposed Rule requires each applicant for renewal to
furnish a supplemental environmental report (ER) that does not address Category 1
issues and only addresses Category 2 issues if the NPP falls outside the bounds set in
the Rule. 56 Fed. Reg. at 47027-28, § 51.53(c)(3)(i) and (ii). The NRC then prepares
an environmental assessment (EA) or supplemental EIS (SEIS) which only addresses
"the matters in § 51.53(c) of this part." 56 Fed. Reg. at 47029, § 51.95(c). In other
words, the rule's procedures mean that the EA or SEIS will not address any Category
1 issues or any Category 2 issues for nuclear power plants falling within section
51.53(c)(3)(ii) bounds.
Moreover, even if the EA addressed all the issues, the Proposed Rule denies
state agencies concerned with monitoring and assuring that specific actions comply
with, at the very least, the findings of the GELS, reasonable access to the EA. Unlike
section 51.55 which requires the applicant for license renewal to distribute copies of
the ER to, among others, federal, state, and local officials, and any affected Indian
In Minnesota, NSP's Prairie Island Nuclear Power Plant is located adjacent to the Mdewakanton Sioux
Indian Community Reservation. The Tribe represents that portion of the public who, vitally concerned by
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tribes, no such requirement exists for NRC distribution of the EA it prepares. Thus,
state agencies do not receive as part of the procedure the environmental document
relied upon in relicensing individual NPPs.
Additionally, preparation of an EA precludes public comment unless the
10 C.F.R. §§ 51.30 to 51.35. As stated'
environmental assessment is a draft. E
however, one of the policies of NEPA is to "encourage and facilitate public
involvement in decisions which affect the quality of the human environment." 40 C.F.R.
pt. 1500, § 1500.1(d). The NRC's own current environmental protection regulations
recognize this requirement. 10 C.F.R. § 51.20(b)(2) (1-1-91). Section 51.20(b)(2)
requires an EIS or SEIS for "renewal of a full power. .. license to operate a nuclear
power reactor, testing facility, or fuel reprocessing plant .... " (Emphasis added). The
NRC must have realized that preparation of an EA instead of an EIS or SEIS during
relicensing of a specific NPP would violate the NRC's own current environmental
protection regulation under section 51.20(b)(2). Therefore, in the Proposed Rule, the
NRC amended section 51.20(b)(2) to delete any requirement for an EIS or SEIS.
Amended § 51.20(b)(2) requires an EIS or SEIS only for jnjji licensing of a NPP, not
56 Fed. Reg. at 47027, § 51.20(b)(2).
for renewa.
By codifying environmental impact considerations into a rule which precludes
consideration of 102 out of 104 issues in the relicensing application of specific nuclear
power plants, the NRC already violates the policy of encouraging and facilitating
public involvement. When the NRC further amends its own environmental regulations
so that it only needs to prepare an environmental assessmant which does not require
public comment, it further negates encouragement and facilitation of public
involvement in the relicensing decision and violates NEPA.
In view of the above, the Proposed Rule must be withdrawn. In the alternative, it
should be modified, An absolute minimum modification should be to deny NRC the
flexibility, as provided in the proposed rule, to choose to prepare an environmental
assessment instead of a supplemental environmental impact statement for each plant
license to be renewed. Public comments must be elicited during Individual nuclear
power plant relicensing applications for this Proposed Rule to comply with the purpose
of NEPA. That requires either a draft environmental assessment, an EIS or a
supplemental EIS, any of which would allow for public comment, A final EA would not
be sufficient.
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b. Contrary to NEPA, no Identification of state environmental
reviews will occur.
40 C.F.R. § 1501.7, which deals with scoping, requires agencies to "indicate
any public environmental assessments and other environmental impact statements
which are being or will be prepared that are related to but are not part of the scope of.
the impact statement under consideration.' IW,§ 1501.7(5). For relicensing of nuclear
power plants, some states will have environmental assessments or environmental
impact statement requirements with which the power plant will have to comply upon
relicensing. These are not considered in the site-specific relicensing environmental
review set out in 1his Proposed Rule. Even if the NRC considered other EISs when it
prepared the GElS, the NRC must also consider other public environmental
assessments or other ElSs upon considering specific NPP relicensing. Only when a
nuclear power plant actually applies for a renewal of its license will a state consider
preparation of an EIS, yet the Proposed Rule makes no provision for considering a
state EIS.
c. The Proposed Rule obstructs Jolnt cooperation, contrary to
NEPA.
This Proposed Rule also fails to comply with NEPA because it prevents
cooperation with state and local agencies who have their own environmental
protection acts with respect to environmental assessment of specific plants during
relicensing. First, the CEO regulations require agencie~s to 'identify other
environmental review and consultation requirements so the lead and cooperating
agencies may prepare other required analyses and studies concurrently with, and
integrated with, the environmental impact statement as provided in § 1502.25.' 40
C.F.R. § 1501.7(6). Second, under part 1506 of the regulations, agencies are to
cooperate with state and local agencies to the fullest extent possible to reduce
duplication between NEPA and state and local requirements. 40 C.F.R. § 1506.2(b).
Joint cooperation Is to include 1) joint planning process, 2) joint environmental
research and studies, 3) joint public hearings (except where otherwise provided by
statute), and 4) joint environmental assessment. Additionally, section 1506.2(c)
specifically provides:

13
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where state laws or local ordinances have environmental
impact statement requirements in addition to but not in
conflict with those in NEPA, federal agencies shall
cooperate in fulfilling those requirements as well as those of
federal laws so that one document will comply with all
applicable laws.
The bifurcated method of environmental analysis embodied in the Proposed
Rule renders it impossible for the NRC to comply with these requirements. A specific
utility may not apply for relicensing until the next century. No state will conduct its
relevant environmental review of relicensing decades prior to actual relicensing. Yet
at the time a specific plant relicensing application is to be considered, the NRC will
address only the few environmental impacts requiring consideration under the
Proposed Rule. No provision permits consideration of a state EIS at that time. No
provision incorporates a state EIS. No joint planning will occur. No joint
environmental research and studies are envisioned. No joint hearings are afforded.
Such a result defies the NEPA process. Provision must be made for consideration of
state and other environmental review during the NRC specific NPP relicensing review.
Otherwise, two documents will result: the NRC EA obstructing public participation and
the state EIS inviting and considering it.
d. The Proposed Rule does not Identify possible conflicts.
Related to concern with duplication of state effort is CEQ regulation section
1502.16(c). Under § 1502.16(c), the environmental impact statements must discuss
"possible conflicts between the proposed action and the objectives of federal, regional,
state, and local... (and in the case of a reservation, Indian tribe) land use plans,
policies and controls for the area concerned." See § 1506.2(d). The Proposed Rule
does not discuss such possible conflicts. When governmental agencies other than the
NRC hold views opposing particular NRC actions, an EIS which fails to indicate that
opposition is deficient. See Burkey v. Ellis, 483 F. Supp. 897, 914 (N.D. Ala. E.D.
1979). The underlying draft GElS fails to address state or local govemmental agency
views which oppose NRC action, as for example, NRC's failure to consider cost when
categorizing high level waste (HLW) as a Category 1 issue and failure to factor that
cost in when assessing alternatives. Moreover, in Minnesota, the Prairie Island
Nuclear Power Plant is located next to the Mdewakanton Sioux Indian Community
14

Reservation. That Tribe recently sought a grant to study the feasibility of becoming a
national monitored retrievable storage (MRS) site for HLW. The cumulative effect of
HLW storage could alter the environmental impact considered. Under the Proposed
Rule, no discussion occurs or can occur regarding possible conflicts between the
Indian plans for an MRS and Prairie Island relicensing.
4.

The Proposed Rule Fails To Tier Documents In The Manner
Required By NEPA.

The NRC Proposed Part 51 rule amendments form an integral part of NRC's
NPP relicensing program. The entire relicensing program comprises a hybrid of
federal initiation of its own project, which encompasses whether NPPs as a general
matter should be relicensed and what environmental impacts must be considered in
making such a determination, and federal approval of private action, which occurs
when the NRC approves a specific NPP application for a license renewal. NEPA
demands that the NRC consider environmental impacts during development of the
NRC position on relicensing. See Kleope v. Sierra Club. 427 U.S. 390, 419 f. 1, 96
S.Ct. 2718, 2734-35, f. 1 (1976) (Marshall, J., joined by Brennan, J., concurring in part
and dissenting in part) (citing Aberdeen & Rockfish R. Co. c. SCRAP. 422 U.S. 289,
320, 95 S.0t. 2336, 2356 (1975). NEPA also requires environmental considerations
during NRC's decision-making on specific NPP license renewal applications. Id.
Thus, the NRC program to renew NPP operator licenses occurs on two levels.
The first level consists of the broad program regarding renewal of NPP operating
licenses in general. The NRC studied the general question of the feasibility of renewal,
then adopted 10 C.F.R. Part 54 to govern the technical aspects of license renewal.
.The NPP relicensing program constitutes a major federal action requiring an EIS. The
NRC has prepared the draft GElS in connection with that broad action.
The second level consists of consideration of individual NPP license renewal
applications. Environmental impacts resulting from renewal of a specific nuclear
power plant must be examined at the site-specific level also. The Proposed Rule
comprises the NRC's attempt to follow NEPA procedures for specific NPP relicensing.
Where both a broad program and site-specific relicensing exist, the CEO
regulations encourage using "program, policy, or planned environmental impact
15
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statements and tiering from statements of broad scope to those of narrower scope, to
eliminate repetitive discussions of the same issues." Section 1500.4(i), citn §§
1502.4 and 1502.20. More specifically, 40 C.F.R. § 1502.20 explains tiering as
follows:
Agencies are encouraged to tier their environmental impact
to eliminate repetitive discussions of the same issues and to
focus on the actual issues ripe for decision at each level of
environmental review (§ 1508.28). Whenever a broad EIS
has been prepared (such as a program or policy statement)
and a subsequent statement or environmental assessment
is then prepared on an action included within the entire
program or policy (such as a site specific action) the
subsequent statement or environmental assessment need
only summarize the issues discussed in the broader
statement and incorporate discussions from the broader
statement by reference and shall concentrate on the issues
specific to the subsequent action. The subsequent
document shall state where the earlier document is
available. Tiering ,nay also be appropriate for different
stages of action. (Section 1508.28)
Tiering is further defined in section 1508.28 as follows:
§ 1508.28 Tiering.
"Tiering" refers to the coverage of general matters in
broader environmental impact statements (such as national
program or policy statements) with subsequent narrower
statements or environmental analyses (such as regional or
basinwide program statements or ultimately site-specific
statements) incorporating by reference the general
discussions and concentrating solely on the issues specific
to the statement prepared. Tiering is appropriate when the
sequence of statements or analyses is:
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(a) From a program, plan, or policy environmental impact
statement to a program, plan, or policy statement or
analysis of lesser scope or to a site-specific statement or
analysis.
(b) From an environmental impact statement on a specific
action at an early stage (such as need and site selection) to
a supplemental (which is preferred) or a subsequent
statement or analysis at a later stage (such as
environmental mitigation). Tiering in such cases is
appropriate when it helps the lead agency to focus on the
issues which are ripe for decision and exclude from
consideratidn issues already decided or not yet ripe.
Therefore, under the definition of tiering, the GEIS in this rulemaking would
cover the broader program or policy of relicensing, while the Proposed Rule with its
provision for an ER followed by the NRC's preparation of an EA or supplemental EIS
would constitute the site-specific statement. 40 C.F.R. § 1508.28(a); 56 Fed. Reg. at
47029 (§ 51.95(c)). NRC's preparation of the GElS does appear to fulfill the
requirement that environmental impacts be considered during development of NRC's
general position-on renewal of NPP licenses. At that level, the NRC has followed the
NEPA mandate to integrate environmental concerns "into the fabric of agency
planning," although that is not to say that the GElS is sufficient as is. See discussion
below at IV; Andrus v,. Sierra Club, 442 U.S. 347, 350-51, 99 S.Ct. 2335, 2337 (1979).
But that mandate also applies to NRC's relicensing of specific NPPs. At the site
specific level, the NRC's use of tiering from the GEIS to a site-specific EA or EIS both
frustrates and evades that mandate.
Proposed Rule Part 51 does not provide for reference to the earlier GElS as
required by NEPA. Rather, it simply eliminates all discussion of Category 1 issues and
Category 2 issues for those NPP that fall within the Proposed Rules' bounds. 56 Fed.
Reg, at 47027-28, § 51.53(c)(3)(i) and (ii). Yet, tiering requires at least a summary of
the issues discussed in the broader statement and incorporation by reference of the
relevant discussions. See 40 C.F.R. § 1502.20. In contrast, the Proposed Rule boldly
rejects that requirement. 56 Fed. Reg. at 47027-28, § 51.53(c)(3) and (3)(i)-(ii). Thus,
tiering down to jite-specifi, relicensing applications through use of a GElS codified in
17
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a Proposed Rule that permits no reference to over 98 percent of the impacts during
utility specific relicensing fails NEPA's process and spirit.
Further, tiering incorporates concerns of when to prepare environmental impact
statements. Courts have recognized that NEPA values pull in two directions with.
respect to when an EIS must be prepared..Se, e . Public Citizen. Inc. v. United
States Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 940 F.2d 679, 684 (D.C. Cir. 1991).
"Statements must be written late enough in the development process to contain
meaningful information, but they must be written early enough so that whatever
information is contained can practically serve as an input into the decision making
process." Scientists' Inst. for Public. Info.. Inc. (SIPI) v, Atomic Energy Comm'n, 481
F.2d 1079, 1094 (D.C. Cir. 1973). The pull is all one way in the current Proposed Rule.
The NRC prepared a GEIS -early in the process to support relicensing. Later
relicensing of an individual NPP, however, requires preparation of an impact
statement that requires meaningful information at that future date. But all the NRC has
done is codify the GElS in a Proposed Rule that eliminates consideration of most
issues. The elimination of issues from the environmental review (ER) and EA prevents
consideration of meaningful current technological information late in the process,
when site-specific relicensing occurs. In that respect, the NRC misapplies tiering and
abuses its discretion respecting when to prepare an EIS.
Although the NRC attempt at tiering fails, the NRC may nevertheless believe
that the codification of the GElS in a rule applied to specific NPP relicensing is
permissible under Baltimore Gas & Elec. Co. v. Natural Resources Defense Council,
Inc., 462 U.S. 87, 103 S.Ct. 2246 (1983). In Baltimore Gas, the NRC had prepared a
GElS on the environmental effect of permanent waste storage, then codified it in a rule
which requires licensing boards to assume that permanent storage of nuclear wastes
will have no significant environmental effect. See 10 C.F.R. 51.51 (1-1-91 Edition).
The Supreme Court upheld the rule. Baltimore Gas, 462 U.S. at 100-105, 103 S.Ct. at
2254-56.
The NRC has attempted to do the same thing here. It has prepared a GElS and
codified it in this Proposed Rule. But, the rule here cannot stand. Unlike the situation
in Baltimore Gas, the GElS here does not deal with a single aspect of licensing that
does not affect plant specific environments. Baltimore Gas concerned a generic
determination codified in a rule that permanent storage of nuclear wastes would have
18
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no significant environmental impact and therefore should not affect the decision to
license a particular NPP, Id., 462 at 90, 103 S.Ct. at 2248. The generic determinations
made here do concern environmental effects at particular NPPs. They also concern
over 100 issues, not merely a single issue.
As the Supreme Court recognized in Baltimore Gas, NEPA was not enacted for
an agency to contemplate environmental impact as an abstract (generic) exercise, but.
rather to incorporate a "hard look" when deciding licensing of a specific NPP. See
Baltimore Gas, 462 U.S. at 100, 103 S.Ct. at 2254. An agency must factor all
significant environmental risks into its decision regarding site-specific actions. Ld. The
bifurcation of consideration of environmental impacts here, between a GElS and the
Proposed Rule's plant specific EA or SEIS prevents such consideration.
5.

The Proposed Rule Obstructs the NEPA Mandate To Consider
Significant New Information.

NEPA requires an agency to prepare a supplemental EIS (SEIS) if "there are
significant new circumstances or information relevant to environmental concerns and
bearing on the proposed action or its impacts." 40 C.F.R. § 1502.9(c)(1); see also
Coker v. Skidmpre, 941 F.2d 1306 (5th Cir. 1991). CEQ regulations define
"significantly" in two ways: consideration of the context and consideration of intensity.
40 C.F.R. § 1508.27. See Fritiofson v. Alexander, 772 F.2d 1225, 1236-37 (5th Cir.
1985). With respect to context, the regulation states that the significance of an action
must be analyzed
[i]n several contexts such as society as a whole (human,
national), the affected region, the affected interests and the
locality. Significance varies with the setting of the proposed
action. For instance, in the case of a site-specific action,
significance would usually depend upon the effects in the
locale rather than in the world as a whole. Both short and
long-term effects are relevant.
40 C.F.R. § 1508.27(a). With regard to intensity, the regulation defines it as "the
severity of the impact," and then lists several factors for an agency to consider in
evaluating intensity. 40 C.F.R. § 1508.27(b). The factors to consider include:
19

(4) The degree to which the effects on the quality of the
human environment are likely to be highly controversial.
(5) The degree to which the possible effects on the human
environment nre highly uncertain or involve unique or
unknown risks.
Courts have considered new information significant to require an SEIS when the
Information alters environmental considerations to a degree that necessitates another
"hard look." See State of Wisconsin v. Weinberger, 745 F.2d 412, 418 (7th Cir. 1984).
The Minnesota Agencies believe that the CEQ definition of significance requires
at the least an SEIS for site-specific relicensing. An EA would be insufficient. 5
also discussion above at II.B.3.a.
To begin with. relicensing permits continued nuclear power generation. The
effects of nuclear power generation on the human environment remain highly
controversial, involving unique and unknown risks. The unique risk is radiation death
and sickness resulting from accidental releases like Chernobyl or from emissions
discussion
within today's limits that may be found to be too high in the future. a
below at IV.C.2. Although the NRC does consider possible accidents and consequent
radioactive releases when determining safety parameters, experience shows that
accidents beyond that modeled have occurred. See, ._-&, Pace University Center for
Environmental Legal Studies, Environmental Costs of Electricity at 378-79 (1990).
Experience, then, provides new information. Such information is undeniably
significant because of the very nature of nuclear power and the human attitudes
toward it.
In the 1970s, the NRC itself experienced the effect significant new information
has on the assessment of environmental impact. Early NRC EISs did not consider the
risk of severe accidents, because the NRC considered them too unlikely. See
Limerick Ecology Action v. U,S, Nuc, Reg, Comm'n, 869 F.2d 719, 726 (3rd Cir. 1989).
In the face of new risk studies and methods, however, and the Three Mile Island Unit 2
accident, the NRC had to require severe accident risk in NEPA reviews. •L In the
decades at issue here, similar significant new information may arise. Consideration of
20
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that information must be mandatory in the Proposed Rule for the rule to comply with
NEPA procedure.
Second, relicensing increases both high level and low level radioactive waste.
High-level radioactive waste (HLW) affects the environment for the long term, from
years to tens of thousands of years, depending on the radiation source. Where that
waste is stored has a profound long-term effect on the affected region, the intensity of
which must be judged under section 1508.27(b) in light of the highly controversial
nature of the subject and of the unique or unknown risks. The Department of Energy
has yet to develop an operational permanent HLW disposal site or a monitored
retrievable storage.(MRS) site. Ejýý_,

9-g,, U.S. Department of Energy, Bep.onj

Congress on Reassessment of the Civilian Radioactive Waste Management Program
(November 1989), Until such sites become operational, each utility must store the
waste on-site and must develop its own method of storage. The cost of storage to
each utility will therefore vary. 2 Storage costs to the utility also depend on the level of
DOE surcharges imposed or, each utility. The current level may well increase
because DOE has insufficient funds to complete its disposal programs. 2M
Department of Energy, Independent Cost Estimates for the Total System Life Cycle
Costs and Fee AdeQuacy of the Civilian Radioactive Waste Management Program.
February 1989. That cost information could change so significantly in the coming
decades that states may decide nuclear power generation is no longer economically
prudent compared to alternatives, especially when considering that alternative
technologies and demand side management options developed during the same
period could lower the cost of alternatives and increase the impact of conservation on
need.
The Minnesota Agencies believe new information of the requisite level of
significance will be available before relicensing occurs next century. That applies
particularly to plant technologies, alternatives to nuclear power, potential conservation,
high-level radioactive waste (HLW) disposal, carcinogenic effect of low levels of
radiation exposure, and the very need for nuclear power. The Proposed Rule,
2 Minnesota experience exemplifies how costs are viewed and how they could vary. The Minnesota
Department of Public Service has taken the position that the costs to an NPP of on-site storage
occasioned by delays in siting an MRS or permanont HLW storage facility should be borne by the
Department of Energy, To this end, the Minnesota Department of Public Service has petitioned the
Department of Energy for a credit to the Nuclear Waste Fund fee paid by Minnesota's electric consumers.
If the DOE does not begin accepting high-level radioactive waste in 1998, as required by Federal law, the
DOE should pay the costs of on-sito HLW storage beyond that date,
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however, proscribes compliance with the mandate to consider new information by
omitting any provision for such consideration during relicensing of individual nuclear
power plants. The Minnesota Agencies believe the Proposed Rule should expressly
require consideration of significant new information during individual nuclear power
plant relicensing. The section should expressly allow the public to raise issues
concerning new information the NRC must consider in its assessment of site-specific
environmental impacts during relicensing, as follows:
When significant new clrcumstances or Information relevant
to the environmental concerns and bearing on the
proposed action or its impacts exists at the time of license
renewal, the applicant must address It In the applicant's
environmental review and the NRC must address it in an
SEIS.
This provision should follow section 51.53(c)(3)(i) by ending (I) with
"... supplemental report, excpt," then adding this provision as subheading (A).
By including such a provision, the NRC would fulfill both the letter and spirit of
NEPA: to put the issues before the people. Such a provision would not impede the
NRC's relicensing of specific reactors, because an agency's decision not to
supplement an EIS in light of new information will be upheld if it Is reasonable. Em.
y,..a f, 769 F.2d 1363, 1373 (9th Cir. 1985).
Session 12 of the NRC Workshop held on November 4-5, 1991, also addressed
the problem of how the Proposed Rule handles new information. Mr. Cannon,
consultant to the NRC, believed that it was incumbent on the NRC to periodically
review the validity of the generic results, because assumptions made regarding,
among other things, the baseline, mijht change with time. Tr. Sess. 12 at 22-24
(Cannon). Ms. Swartz, counsel for the CEO, advocated adoption of a specific review
period, for example every 2 or 5 years. UL at 24-25 (Swartz). Although the NRC stated
In Appendix B to Subpart A of the Proposed Rule that it would review the GElS and
update It if necessary, such vague commitment to review is insufficient. The Minnesota
Agencies believe the following underlined phrase should be added to the last
sentence under Appendix B to Subpart A,
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The commission will review p2rrTriit-fltt

the material in

this appendix and update it eyery 5 years and mQre often if

necessary.
Supporting this need for both a provision for periodic review and one for
consideration of new information during site-specific licensing was the concern

expressed in Session 12 that the only way provided by rule for the numbers to be
reanalyzed as a result of substantial change was the opportunity to petition for an
amendment to the rules, which involves a very long, complicated process. Tr. Sess.
12 at 42 (Swartz). Limitation of public discussion during site-specific relicensing to the
complicated petition to amend process 3 violates both the letter and spirit of NEPA. The
provisions suggested above would correct such a violation.
Finally, under § 1502.1 the EIS is to be used "in conjunction with other relevant
material to plan actions and make decisions." Section 1501.2. The GElS codified into
Part 51 proposed rules makes it impossible to use it in conjunction with other relevant
new material that could be significant with respect to need, with respect to alternatives,
with respect to the impact on human health of radiation at low doses, and with respect
to waste management,
6.

Consideration Of Alternatives Falls To Comply With NEPA.

NEPA requires federal agencies to "identify and assess the reasonable
alternatives to proposed actions that will avoid or minimize adverse affects of these
actions upon the quality of the human environment." 40 C.F.R. § 1500.2(e); see also
40 C.F.R. § 1502.14. NRC regulations implementing NEPA recognize that mandate.
• 0 C.F.R. § 51.71(d); § 51.90 (incorporating § 51.71(d)). The CEQ regulations
consider analysis of alternatives the "heart of the environmental impact statement." W,
, Grazing Fields Farm v. Goldschmidt, 626 F.2d 1068,
Courts have agreed. S
1072 (discussion of alternatives is NEPA's prima procedural mechanism) (emphasis
added). The regulations also provide for a cost benefit analysis relevant to the choice
among environmentally different alternatives. 40 C.F.R. § 1502.23. The Minnesota

j

.does

3 Mr. Muzino also noted that the Proposed Rule could be challenged under 10 C.F.R. § 2.758 during
consideration of a specific renewal application under Part 54 (not Part 51) on the grounds that the rule was
not serving the purpose for which it was intended. Tr. Sess. 12 at 42-43 (Muzino). That, however, is the
very procedure to avoid when the Proposed Rule can be corrpcted now, when it is already apparent that it
not serve the purpose for which it was inlended.
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Agencies demonstrate below that the Proposed Rule impermissibly prevents
appropriate consideration of alternatives and prevents the very cost-benefit analysis of
the alternatives that the rule purports to provide.
a. Alternatives must be classified as Category 3 Issues.
NEPA requires discussion of alternatives at two levels. One provision requires
discussion of alternatives in the impact statement. 42 C.F.R. § 4332(2)(c)(iii). Another
provision mandates that federal agencies
[sjtudy, develop, and describe appropriate alternatives to
recommended sources of action in any proposal which
concerning alternative uses of
involves unresolved ":n.2nfj
available resources[.1
d., at § 4332(2)(E) (NEPA § 102(2)(E)) (emphasis added). Section 102(2)(E) has
been interpreted
[t]o insist that no major federal project should be undertaken
without intense consideration of other more ecologically
sound courses of action, including shelving the entire
project, or of accomplishing the same result by entirely
different means.
Environmental Defense Fund Inc, v. CQrpQs ofEngineers, 492 F.2d 1123, 1135 (5th Cir.
1974); accord Bob Marshall Alliance , HQoQt, 852 F.2d. 1223, 1229 (91h Cir. 1988)
Oe... j, 489 U.S.
(duty wider under (E) because (E) is triggered by conflicts), £.,
1066 (1989). The discussion of alternatives under (E) is required even when an
impact statement need not be prepared, and, in fact, may require more extensive
b g.s,•tl, 852 F.2d at 1229,
discussion than that provided in an EIS, $ a.Le.g.a., ,
&Lu Goos v. Interstate Commerce Commission, 911 F.2d 1283, 1296 n. 9 (8th Cir.
1990); compare City of New York v, United States Deot, of Transportation, 715 F.2d
732, 744 (2nd Cir. 1983).
By categorizing alternatives as Category 1, the Proposed Rule excludes
discussion of alternatives during consideration of a specific nuclear power plant
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application for a renewal license. Yet alternative energy resources and conservation
present "unresolved conflicts,* Innumerable conflicts have arisen over whether
nuclear power is an "ecologically sound" course of action. Radiation is an ecological
effect of nuclear power. The specter of severe accidents and the ever evolving
knowledge regarding radiation effects at low doses renders It essential to consider
what alternative energy sources present a more ecologically sound course of action
than renewal of nuclear power plant operating licenses. Section 102(2)(E) mandates
that intense consideration of more ecologically sound alternatives must occur during
site-specific relicensing, even if no impact statement Is required otherwise. Moreover,
that Intense scrutiny requires public participation and cooperation with the states. 2
discussions at llI.B.3.a. and c.
I

The GElS cannot provide consideration of other more ecologically sound
alternatives when the GElS has been prepared literally decades before actual
relicensing of specific reactors will occur. Some of the alternatives to nuclear power
utilize renewable energy such as wind power, photovoltalcs, and blomass burning.
These technologies are rapidly developing and could present quite different potential
alternatives In 20-30 years. Consideration of these rapidly developing, more
ecologically sound alternatives depends on consideration of new Information. .
above discussion at III.B.5.
By preventing discussion of alternatives during the relicensing of Individual
nuclear power plants and by preventing consideration of significant new information at
both the GElS level and individual NPP relicensing level, the Proposed Rule prevents
the Intense scrutiny of alternatives and public participation In that consideration in
violation of NEPA.
Further, under section 1502.2 "agencies shall not commit resources prejudicing
selection of alternatives before making a final decision (§ 1506.1)." 40 C.F.R. §
1502.2(f). The NRC has committed significant resources in preparing the GElS and
discussing alternatives on a basis that does not comply with what will need to be
revealed at the time of relicensing based on significant new Information, public
participation, state cooperation, and section 102(2)(E) consideration of alternatives.
Therefore, by classifying alternatives as Category 1, the NRC has prejudiced the
selection of alternatives before the time of making a final decision on individual plant
relicensing In violation of the NEPA process.
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Additionally, the EIS must discuss "energy requirements and conservation
potential of various alternatives and mitigation measures." 40 C.F.R. § 1502.16(e).
The technical potential to conserve enough energy to replace a nuclear power plant
,r., In the Matter of the Application for a Certificate of Need for
exists today, .iQ,
Construction of an Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation, OAH Docket No. 6
2500-5462-2, MPUC Docket No. E-0021GR-91-19; DPS Brief at 57 (hereinafter "Prairie
.lon."). Unresolved conflicts abound regarding the market penetration potential for
conservation. Id,, DPS Brief at 57-63. Public attitudes Increasingly support
conservation, Including recycling products, that might be used In power generation
and support alternative energy sources..BU, ~.,, JL, Transcripts of Public Hearings.
Utilities recognize that there is significant potential for the future use of renewable
resources and are exploring the possibilities of renewable resources that could
ij,, NSP Brief at
provide ecologically sound alternative power supplies. 5u, .g_,
156-157. Therefore, increased public pressure for conservation coupled with
technological changes in energy use and products that promote efficiency plus active
pursuit by utilities of renewable energy sources render It impossible to categorize
consideration of alternatives as a Category 1 issue when relicensing will not occur for
decades to come. The consequences of such categorization demonstrate that the
Proposed Rule violates NEPA.
b. The Proposed Rule obstructs NRC's cost/benefit analysis of
alternatives and prevents consideration of alternatives other
than coal-fired plants.
In this rulemaking, the NRC concludes that alternatives provide "no advantage"
to nuclear power. More specifically, "Part II, Impacts of Alternatives" provides:
NO ADVANTAGE, License renewal of an individual nuclear
power plant is found to be preferable to replacement of the
generating capacity with a new facility to the year 2020.
License renewal is found to be preferable, both
environmentally and economically to either new fossil fuel

or new nuctoat capaclty. Wind, solar photovoltaic calls,
solar thermal power, hydropower, and biomass are found to
be not preferable to license renewal because of
26
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technological limitations, availability, and economics.
Geothermal power could be competitive in areas where
geothermal resources are readily available. These areas
are in the states of California, Oregon, Washington, and
Arizona.
56 Fed. Reg. at 47030.
Consequently, the NRC classifies alternatives as Category 1 issues. 56 Fed.
Reg. at 47030, Appendix B to Subpart A, Table B-1, Part II. Footnote 3, Part II,
indicates that because of uncertainties associated with the economic cost of license
renewal, an applicant must demonstrate for license renewal that:
[hno cost advantage exists for replacing the plant's
equivalent generating capacity by a new coal-fired power
plant. If no such demonstration can be made, and (sic]
applicant shall justify choosing the license renewal
alternative. The justification [must] include an assessment
comparing the cost of license renewal to the cost of
reasonable alternative replacement generating capacity.
Cost considered must include refurbishment and
construction, fuel, and operation, and maintenance.
56 Fed. Reg. at 47035, n, 3.
The Intent of the rule, then, is to require that nuclear power plants applying for a
license renewal first pass an economic threshold showing that nuclear power
production is at least as economical as coal-fired production. However, the way the
Proposed Rule is written, an applicant would not get to the question of economic
threshold. Under § 51.53(c)(3)(i), the environmental report required of applicants is
not supposed to address Category 1 Issues. Alternatives are classified as Category 1.
Consequently under the Proposed Rule as published, the applicant by not addressing
the alternatives would not reach the threshold Issue of the cost of replacing nuclear
.power generation.
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Certainly, the NRC has classified in Part Ill direct economic costs including
refurbishment, fuel, and operation and maintenance, and the direct benefit of avoided
costs as Category 2 issues. 56 Fed. Reg, at 47030, Part III: Benefits/Cost Assessment
Benefits. But an applicant considers those costs only with respect to a coal-fired plant.
56 Fed. Reg. at 47028, § 51.53(c)(2)(ii)(J). Nowhere, then, will an applicant reach the
issue of comparing nuclear power to alternatives other than coal-fired plants. As
discussed, however, new technologies and developments could change the balance
between nuclear power and alternatives. Therefore, if the NRC is serious that an
economic threshold must first be passed when considering alternatives, it should so
state in the rule itself by classifying all alternatives as Category 3 issues. In the
alternative, the NRC must at least classify alternatives as Category 2 issues, then
include a bounding' provision relating to the economic threshold that must be passed
for each alternative.
The Minnesota Agencies reiterate, however, that whether the alternatives are
considered Category 1, 2 or 3 issues, the issue of alternatives as part of need
determination is an issue for the states. States have the right under case law to decide
discussion
on the basis of cost whether nuclear power generation is needed. B
above at IlI.A. In making that assessment, states can develop their own policy as to
those costs that will be considered. The NRC in Footnote 3 states only that
refurbishment and construction costs, fuel costs and operation and maintenance costs
must be considered in comparing the cost of license renewal to the cost of reasonable
alternative replacement generating capacity. Minnesota, however, has taken the
position that a social cost approach must be taken. The social cost approach includes
both the internal costs and external costs of a project. The external costs include those
costs not paid directly by the utility in the operation of its power plant. For example, the
cost to society of bearing the risk of nuclear power is an external cost that the State of
Minnesota believes is appropriate to apply when comparing alternatives to nuclear
power generation. S• Prairie Island, OPS Exh. 121 at 6-9 (Poferl). In short,
consideration of alternatives when determining need falls within state jurisdiction.
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IV. SPECIFIC AREAS OF THE GEIS ARE INADEQUATE
AND RENDER THE GEIS DEFECTIVE.

The draft GElS identified 104 NEPA issues to consider in its analysis of the
environmental impacts of nuclear power plant relicensing. Each issue appears in
Table B-1 of the Proposed Rule with a summary of the NRC's findings on that issue.
All 95 issues analyzed in terms of cost, except the direct economic costs to the plant of
refurbishment, fuel, and operation and maintenance, are summarized as imposing
small costs. Each finding is a discrete finding on that issue.
No consideration is given to the cumulative or interactive effects of each impact
issue. As became clear at the NRC Workshop held November 4-5, 1991, for a specific
plant, some individual issues will not fit the average "small cost," but rather will lie
close to or even beyond the acceptable boundary of that "small" impact. That being
the case, for a particular plant the cumulative effect of several impacts that border
unacceptable limits may well create an environmentally significant impact that must be
addressed in that plant's license renewal application. Therefore, the generic
conclusion reached in the GElS as codified in the Proposed Rule that 98 percent of the
NEPA issues identified are acceptable for all plants, assuming plants fit the Category 2
bounds, is fatally flawed and must be rejected.
Further, even where a specific issue for a specific plant falls well within the
"acceptable" bounds for small cost, significant new information could arise regarding
that issue by the time of license renewal which would change the finding of
"acceptable" to "unacceptable." Again, such changes in the findings for several
issues, taken cumulatively, could cause the total environmental impact of license
renewal of that plant to be unacceptable. The draft GElS and Proposed Rule make no
provision for such an eventuality. Consequently, they must be rejected.
The sections that follow discuss those impact Issues which the GElS
Inadequately considers, with particular reference to Minnesota nuclear power plants.
The following sections also discuss the relationship of particular Issues to the
development of significant new information. Read together, the following sections
indicate that the GElS must consider the cumulative impacts of all impact issues,
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because the 'whole" at one NPP will not necessarily be the sum of the impact issue
"parts" determined to be generically acceptable in the GElS and Proposed Rule.
A.

Need for Electric Generation Capacity
1.

Overview

As discussed above at III.A., the ultimate determination of whether a particular
nuclear power plant's generation is needed belongs to the state. However, in so far as
NEPA requires the NRC to consider need when preparing an environmental impact
statement, this section of the Minnesota Agencies' Comments demonstrates that the
NRC's conclusions are flawed because of erroneous assumptions, and insufficient,
misleading, or biased data.
In the GEIS Chapter 8, Need for Generation Capacity, the NRC concludes that
capacity owned by an individual utility in past decades is in itself evidence that that
capacity will continue to be needed in future decades. GElS at 8-14, In. 23 to 8-15, In.
28. However, many of the studies cited by NRC rely on old data. The NRC neglects
recent technological, economic, and regulatory changes taking place in the industry.
Any one of these factors could effect a utility's perceived need for power in the coming
decades. In combination, it is likely that perceived needs will periodically change.
This dynamic is the basis for revising plans, both in industry and government. In
Minnesota, jurisdictional utilities file revised 15 year projections of power need every
other year.
The NRCs analysis is not sufficiently definitive to remain unchallenged for
nearly forty years. Anticipated need for individual power plants can be expected to be
wrong in some places at some times. Historically, unanticipated changes in
generation technology, transmission technology or access, fuel costs, regulation, or
competition between firms can change the actual need for a utility's capacity and
power from that expected earlier. The NRC's presentation in Chapter 8 does provide
interesting illustrations of certain electricity supply and demand scenarios. Such
scenarios do provide a useful starting point for future, plant specific assessments.
However, these scenarios are only illustrations of highly uncertain outcomes far in the
future, Furthermore, the Minnesota Agencies believe that changes to the analysis
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cannot sufficiently reduce uncertainty to allow it to remain the basis of relicensing
decisions made decades from now.
Chapter 8 addresses three issues: 1) the need for generation capacity via
license renewal; 2) direct economic benefits of generating capacity; and 3) the direct
economic benefit of electric energy. The NRC proposed to define all three of these
issues as Category 1, subject to a generic conclusion for all affected nuclear power,
plants. U.S. Nuclear Regulatc "Commission Handbook for Public Workshop to
Discuss Proposed Amendment to 10 C.F.R. Part 51 for Ucense Renewal at 52.
NRC's conclusion that these issues belong in Category 1 is based on the
following faulty assumptions:
"* Gradual and predictable change in the technologies of electricity generation
and use,
", Gradual and predictable change in energy law and regulation.
"* Highly certain predictability of variables such as world oil prices, gross
national product, changes in the labor force, population changes, changes in
national productivity, and changes in savings rates.
As part of a proposed rule, conclusions on these issues are of far greater
consequence than if the GElS was proposed as a reference document from which
future evaluations would progress. As proposed, Chapter 8 generically concludes that
capacity and energy from every nuclear power plant in the nation will be needed for all
years through the year 2030. GElS at 8-12. As discussed earlier, the GElS would
effectively foreclose revisiting this conclusion for nearly four decades. The Minnesota
Agencies believe that the issues addressed in Chapter 8 must instead be defined as
Category 3, rather than Category 1, issues. NPPs would then provide the NRC with
the relevant information on need necessary to consider the environmental impact of
relicensihg individual plants.
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2.

Technology

Changes

a. Effect on Electricity Supply
The electric industry began 112 years ago with the startup of a small
hydroelectric facility in Appleton, Wisconsin. Shortly thereafter, neighborhood utilities
sprang up in cities throughout the nation operating generators with petroleum-fueled,
reciprocating engines. Early utilities could only move energy short distances because
of their primitive transmission technology. The advent of transformers allowed
economic transmission of electricity into larger service areas. This in turn facilitated
use of larger generation plants. Associated economies of scale and later advances in
generation (e.g. turbines) and transmission (e.g. high voltage lines, and
interconnections) lowered the urt cost of electric power and improved its reliability.
These advances in generation and transmission, however, are best
characterized as episodic and unexpected. Utility planning and government
regulation reacted to, rather than led, technological changes. The number of
individual utilities shrank from thousands to hundreds in only a few decades, largely
as a result of improved transmission opening access to markets. Many investors were
undoubtedly surprised to find their business obsolete before their equipment wore out.
Government response followed expanding service territories by regulating first at the
local level (in 1880), then the state level (1907), and later at the national level (1932).
The past ten to fifteen years has seen a trend toward more frequent, smaller
generation capacity additions. Fuel cost increases during the 1970s were
conspicuously unanticipated by utilities and government. Higher fuel costs lead to
efficiency improvements in the use of traditional fuels, e.g., fluidized bed combustion of
coal, and the development of alternative sources for power, e.g., photovoltaic.
Efficiency improvements spurred by higher fuel costs helped facilitate the trend toward
"smallergeneration units by partially offsetting the loss of scale economies.
The trend to smaller generation units of improved efficiency: 1) reduces
business risk due to demand uncertainty, 2) facilitates diversity of a firm's fuel and
technology mix making it more reliable and its rates more stable, 3) reduces the power
pool reserve margin which is based on the maximum sized plant in the system, and 4)
spreads capital expenditures and maintenance impact of aging plant over time.
32
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Smaller, more dispersed generation capacity may also enhance transmission and
distribution, since the closer generation is to the end user of electricity, the less energy
is lost in transmission and distribution lines and the more efficiently the system (e.g.
VARs) can be managed.
In addition, it is important to note that emerging cost effective "alternaties"
available to firm "A"may alter the generation needs of firm "B" if firm "A"can either sell
more complete discussion in the
firm "B" power or compete for "B's" load. a
following section on Alternatives. The ability to buy cheaper power made available
through improving technology is why many municipalities quit using small
reciprocating engines to generate their own power -- even before their generators
wore out.
Given the industry's history of changed expectations for the need for individual
firms and plants coincident with major changes in technology, the Minnesota Agencies
find it unrealistic for the NRC to ignore the possibility that an individual nuclear power
plant may not require relicensing to meet its owner's needs during the next forty years.
b. Effect on Electricity Use
The NRC has failed to adequately incorporate into its analysis recognition of a
widespread consensus that there are significant, and growing, opportunities to reduce
projected electric demand through improved end use efficiency. A technological
revolution is changing historical patterns of electricity use. The effects of many of
these changes were not and will not be fully anticipated far in advance and can vary
significantly among utilities depending on their customer mix and location.
Arnold Fickett (Electric Power Research institute) and Amory Lovins (Rocky
Mountain Institute) observe:
"uThe 1980's created a flood of more powerful yet cost
effective electricity-saving devices. If anything, progress
seems to be accelerating as developments in materials,
electronics, computer design, and manufacturing converge.
Rocky Mountain Institute estimates that in the past five years
the potential to save electricity has about doubled, whereas
33
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the average cost of saving a kilowatt-hour has fallen by
about two thirds. The institute has also found that most of
the best efficient technologies are less than a year old."
Scientific American, September, 1990, pages 65-66,
"Efficient Use of Electricity." (emphasis added)
As changing technology makes DSM less costly and more effective, it becomes

a realistic alternative to some plant life extensions. The figure, "Potential Electricity
Savings: Percent of total Electricity Consumption," shows that utilities and efficiency
advocates agree that many demand-side options are presently cost effective. By
relying on a small number of information sources, and data generally several years
old, the NRC's analysis fails to recognize the magnitude and importance of this
technologic/economic change in the market. The NRC also fails to account for the
trend of accelerating change in DSM.
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POTENTIAL ELECTRICITY SAVINGS (PERCENT OF TOTAL ELECTRICITY
CONSUMPTION)

More work, light, and heat will be wrung from the same kilowatt-hour of
electricity. Estimates of how much range from 30 to 75 percent. Mid- to upper-range
estimates should be considered an upper limit as it represents an amount available
under several optimal assumptions. Achievable amount of DSM would vary according
to utility costs, levels of consumer participation, and the utility's ability to develop,
implement. and administer DSM programs. At issue is how fast efficiency can be
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improved and at what cost in speci:iclccanons. The rapc31y changing state of DSM
technology is yet another reason wniy need issues should be defined as Category 3
and addressed in the review of individual nuclear power plant applications for license
renewal.
Specific failings of NRC's DSM analysis beyond the failure to adequately
consider the pace of changing DSM technology and market penetration are
addressed in the discussion of Economic and Modeling Assumptions below.
3.

Electric Industry Poised for Regulatory Change

The NRC's assumption that electricity's market share will increase because 1it
enjoys more stable prices than other forms of energy" implicitly assumes that electricity
will continue to be more regulated than competing energy forms. 5e GElS at 8-6, In
12-14. Electricity's relativity stable price largely results from a stable regulatory
structure for the past half century. This stability is already giving way to regulatory
change which is likely to continue. Continued stability of regulation and prices is
contrary to the Bush Administration's National Energy Strategy, related proposals by
the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) and other federal agencies, and
substantial changes to the electric industry presently being debated and acted upon
by Congress. The National Energy Strategy goals for electricity generation and use
are to -encourage efficiency and flexibility in electricity supply and demand choices"
and to "promote diversity of electricity technology and fuel choices." These goals are
to be pursued through substantial changes to Federal and State regulation of the
electric industry to promote competition and through technology improvement
research. Seg National Energy Strategy, February 1991, page 31.
Initiatives promoting these goals and strategies include electric rates that are no
longer depend on the utility's cost of providing service to its customers. Rather,
customers' willingness and ability to pay for service would determine rates. To
facilitate competition among firms to serve customers, proponents are also advocating
opening the nations electric transmission system to use by parties other than its
owners/builders. These issues of non-cost based rates and "open access"
transmission have been linked in a series of landmark decisions by the FERC during
the past two years. The National Energy Strategy--Technical Annex 3 is entirely
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devoted to exploring approaches to la-ilitating open access transmission. Similarly,
this has been an issue of debate before Congress during the past two years.
Closely related to issues of competition, market rates, and transmission access
is the role of "non-utility" generators, or in some cases, the deregulated parts of
utilities. Presently the role of such firms is purposefully small owing to the Public Utility
Holding Company Act (PUHCA) of 1935. National Energy Strategy--Technical Annex
1 explores revisions to PUCHA to greatly reduce its limits on unregulated, non-utility
generation. The potential significance of the PUHCA is recognized in Annex 1.

"...[S]ince its enactment, PUKCA has profoundly affected
both the structure of the electric utility industry and the
evolution of Federal and State regulation of the electric
sector. It has facilitated effective State and Federal
regulation in the electricity sector ... " National Energy
Strategy Technical Annex 1, page v.
Clearly, if the PUHCA were to be amended, or withdrawn, there would be the potential
for dramatic change to the electric industry.
Consequences of changes as those described above cannot be completely
predicted beforehand and would require periodic assessment not now included in the
NRC's proposed Generic Environmental Impact Statement in NUREG-1437. Thus, the
NRC must define related issues to be Category 3, subject to review at the time
individual nuclear power plants apply for relicensing.
In addition, the NRC must clarify its definition of ýneed" for capacity. Its present
proposal in NUREG-1437 fails to define who's need for capacity would be considered
in an individual filing for relicensing of a nuclear power plant. In a scenario of future
electric industry structure, the firm owning the nuclear power plant may well have to
compete for its customers against other generating firms. Whereas that firm might
have need of its nuclear capacity, its present customers may not if they can buy service
from a comparable competitor. As proposed, the NRC ignores the possibility of non
utility wholesale power generators building excess capacity because they believe they
will be more competitive. Decisions by future competitors of the nuclear power plant
owner may displace the need the plant's capacity, or portions of it. In a world of non-
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utility generators, multi-state utilities, arid market competition, it is likely that duplicate
capacity will exist at some times at some locations.
4.

Economic and Modeling Assumptions

Many of the variables which underpin the NRC's analysis are so volatile'as to
render any forecast in which they are used subject to revision within a few years. In
fact, such revision is routine since all studies such as those NRC references in Chapter
8 of NUREG-1437 are simply complex examples based on what is known (or guessed)
at present.
Appropriate use of such examples is for present day planning, typically on a
horizon of 20 or fewer years. Responsible economic forecasting would require
revisiting such studies periodically. A responsible corporate director would not make
substantial decisions on next years markets based on projections made decades
before. Nonetheless, this is analogous to what the NRC proposes by defining affected
Issues as Category 1 and not allowing new information to be considered as individual
nuclear power plants apply for relicensing. To base relicensing decisions made
decades from now on our present guesses of technologies, markets, and laws at that
time is imprudent at best, neglect at worst. Since all issues of capacity need are
affected, they must be defined as Category 3 and considered at the time of individual

plonl rWficonoing application,
The following comments are directed to specific parts of the draft GElS NUREG
1437.
a. Trend Extrapolation
The NRC inappropriately extrapolates short term projections decades beyond
the original author's intent and does so with no explanation or justification. This is
at 8-4, In. 33-34, for demand side management program
done for demand, a
effectiveness, QE13 at 8-6, In. 39-43, and for conservation, GElS at 8-8, In. 17-18.
Projections for twenty or fewer years are extrapolated to forty years, a period of time far
exceeding factors considered in the original studies.
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b. Demand-side 'Management
The Minnesota Agencies find the NRC's expected 3.8 percent demand-side
management potential for 2010 to be so conservative as to suggest a "rosy scenario"
at 8-6, In. 32-33. The NRC's
comparison for relicensing nuclear power plants. Q
"high" conservation scenario of 5.4 percent savings by the year 2000 and 8.4 percent
in the year 2010 reinforces this perception.
The Thigh" conservation scenario is based solely on the "Where we are headed"
scenario of the Oak Ridge National Laboratory report ORNLITM-11441, "Energy.
Efficiency: How, Far Can We Go?" a Ul at 8-8, In. 1-21. This report is a broad study of
electricity, petroleum, natural gas, and coal consumption in buildings, transportation
and industry. It is not a detailcd study of demand-side potential in the electric industry.
The NRC does not explain how this report is used to derive its "high conservation"
scenario for electric industry DSM. In Appendix B, page 64 of the referenced report,
Figure C-1 does present a "Conservation supply curve for residential electricity," but
only for measures implemented in the year 2000. No similar figures are presented for
industrial or commercial use of electricity.
The NRC appears to have neglected other aspects of this report that contradict
the GEIS's low levels of expected DSM. For example, the "Where we are headed"
scenario closes stating:
"It should be noted that the scope of the study excluded
efficiency increases in the electric utility sector. ... In this
respect we have neglected important sources of additional
energy efficiency." (ORNL/TM-1 1441, page 13)
Another example occurs where the report acknowledges, "Our models failed
entirely to include some technologies for increasing energy efficiency." (ORNLITM
11441, page 2.)
Principal conclusions of the Oak Ridge report also contradict the GElS finding
regarding DSM potential. These include:
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"* "Substantial improvements in energy efficiency (about 12 percent) will occur
by 2010 through the operation of market forces if fuel prices rise as
projected."
" "Substantial additional improvements in energy efficiency (an additional 14
percent) would be cost-effective but will not occur without extensive policy
changes."
"* "Additional potential for efficiency improvements beyond 2010 is very
large ..." (ORNLfMM- 11441, page 2).
A recent estimate by the Minnesota Agencies of DSM potential for a major
Minnesota electric utility was for 9.2 percent annual energy savings from the base
forecast by the gear 2010. $gg Direct Testimony of Geoffrey Crandell for Minnesota
Department of Public Service before Minnesota Public Utilities Commission, Docket
No. E002/CN-91-19, at page 17.
In conclusion, the NRC has failed to demonstrate the basis for its DSM estimate.
The NRC should have incorporated substantially higher DSM values into its analysis.
Minnesota's 9.2 percent would be a better base value for the year 2010. Information
on DSM is expected to change substantially and must be updated at the time
individual plant applications are considered by the NRC. Furthermore, characteristics
of the applicant's customers vary greatly among utilities and affect DSM
implementation. For these reasons, the NRC must declare affected issues to be
Category 3, instead of Category 1.
c. Individual Utility Capacity
Section 8.4 of the GElS ignores the trend change from demand side
technologies. Utility demand projections in Federal Form EIA-714, Schedule IV. can
be expected to be conservative because providing service to customers has been a
legal obligation of utilities since the 1930's. By their nature, these projections do not
anticipate changes in the industry's technology, or in its legal or financial environment.
Section 8.4 of the GElS also ignores possible sudden losses of major industrial load
due to the industry either leaving, closing down, or choosing to generate part or all of
its own load.
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d. Value Uncertainty
The variables used in models referenced in the GElS are extremely volatile
over the span of decades. GEIS at 8-4 and 8-6. For example, the NRC notes that the
variable of world oil prices is "the most important." Given the repeated historical
experience of world oil prices doubling or dropping in half in constant dollars over
decades, it is clearly unwise to base decisions to be made decades in the future on
today's forecast of the world oil price.
Similarly, projections of labor force changes, gross national product,
conservation, demand-side management potential, productivity rates, population
growth, and savings rates must be revisited periodically. Although the NRC discusses
these factors briefly on pages 8-4 to 8-6, and in Appendix H, of the GElS, the NRC
offers no explanation of why such factors should not be revisited when considering
individual nuclear plant relicensing applications in the future. Unless the NRC can
demonstrate confident forecasting of such variables decades in advance, or
demonstrate that economic factors are not significant in determining capacity need or
alternatives, affected issues must be defined as Category 3 and assessed at the time
of individual plant relicensing.
e. Capacity

Utilization

The NRC recognizes that (utilization factors vary considerably by type of
generating capacity, over time, and by region." GElS at 8-10, In. 15-17. Such
variability should lead the NRC to withdraw affected issues from Categories 1 or 2 and
only define them as Category 3. Experience of the Minnesota Agencies indicates that
capacity utilization can be a critical factor in determining generation supply mix for a
utility. The NRC does not demonstrate SAND NUPLEX's sensitivity tu capacity
utilization. If the NRC persists in defining affected issues as Category 1 or 2, it must
demonstrate that its analysis results are insensitive to large variations in capacity
utilization and that these results can be validated by actual experience with various
technologies, in all regions of the nation, and over a span of several decades. Absent
such demonstration, the related analysis is not sufficient to serve as a basis of decision
making at every nuclear plant site for decades to come.

Furthermore, the NRC should recognize that comparisons between different
technologies should reflect the age of the plants in the groups being compared. In
comparing coal and nuclear power plants, it is likely that many coal plants are older
and have reduced capacity utilization related to aging. It is also likely that nuclear
plants will also experience reduced capacity factors as they age. Since SAND
NUPLEX appears to neglect this, it may unduly favor nuclear plant capacity utilization
relative to coal plants. Whereas nuclear plant aging must be addressed if the NRC
intends to use its analysis for decision-making, it should be addressed even if the
GElS is used for illustrative or reference purposes only.
f.

Retirement Schedules

Determination of the need for relicensed nuclear power generation depends in
part on what other generating capacity is available. Whether a particular plant is an
alternative energy source in the event a specific NPP ceases operation depends on
the retirement schedule for that alternative plant. The GElS presents retirement
schedulas for power plants in Section 8.2 However, the retirement schedules for
plants are not explained.
The only reference is in Section 8.3.1 on pages 8-10, In. 1-7, where mention is
made of using data through 1994 to create SAND NUPLEX projections of plant
retirements. The NRC appears to assume that coal plants smaller than 300 MW will
not be refurbishment candidates, but no explanation or justification is provided. GElS
at 8-10, In. 3-5. It is not clear if the NRC considered plnt life extensions with new
boiler technologies and/or different fuels. Similarly, plant retirements will depend on
other factors such as future fuel costs, waste disposal costs, emission control costs,
and the availability and cost of project financing. It is not evident that these factors
were considered by the NRC. Failure to definitively address these capacity retirement
concerns requires that all affected issues be defined as Category 3.
B.

Alternatives
1.

NRC Proposal

The GElS discusses potential alternatives to nuclear power plant license
renewal in NUREG-1437, Volume I, Chapter 9. The NRC's objective is to determine
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whether individual applications for license renewal can exclude assessing
alternatives or limit the scope of their comparisons to alternatives. GElS at 9-1, In. 4-7.
The NRC analysis first attempts to limit the scope of alternatives considered by
eliminating nearly all alternatives as uncompetitive on a cost basis. The NRC
eliminates wind, solar, hydro, geothermal, and biomass options on this basis. The
NRC concludes that only new nuclear or fossil fuel power plants are potential
alternatives, but that nuclear plant license renewal is preferred because of cost and
environmental advantage. On this basis, the NRC designates the issue of alternatives
as Category 1, subject to an economic threshold analysis. See discussion above at
111.B.6.2.
2.

Minnesota

Agencies Positions

The Minnesota Agencies believe that the issue of alternatives should be
designated as a Category 3 issue, or in the alternative, a Category 2 issue with
bounding conditions. See discussion above at Ill.B.6.
The NRC's analysis as presented in NUREG-1437, Volume 1, Chapter 9 and in
Volume 2, Appendix H, falls far short of providing the basis of decision-making
regarding alternatives required to approve or deny applications for nuclear power
plant license renewal. Specifically, the GElS:

"* Insufficiently defines the "economic threshold" mechanism proposed.
"• Fails to recognize and incorporate evidence of rapidly improving cost
competitiveness of non-nuclear, non-fossil fuel alternatives.
"* Does not aggregate contributions from various alternatives to determine the
amount of alternative capacity available. Instead, the NRC unrealistically
assesses the ability of each individual alternative to replace all existing
nuclear power in the nation. See discussion in the following section.

"* Does not combine a portfolio of alternative energy sources with a low
demand scenario to assess adequacy of alternative capacity. See GELS,
Chapter 8.
"° Inflates the costs of non-renewal by assigning these alternatives the cost of
terminating and decommissioning the nuclear power plant. These costs are
not avoided under license renewal, only deferred,
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"

Recognizes the highly site-specific nature of assessing alternatives, but
persists in presenting national and regional aggregate data as the basis for
the GElS which will be applied to applications for specific plants. GFl at 9

4, 9-5.
"• Incorrectly assumes that alternative power sources must be assembled in
large, centralized facilities.
"• Neglects to incorporate the costs of storing and later disposing of additional,
quantities of spent fuel resulting from 20 more years of operation. This
creates an unrealistically low cost for license renewal which is then
compared to alternatives.
"• Does not compare options using standard units, as cents/kWh. A single
table of capital costs and O&M costs for all options should be included. It is
difficult to compare among alternatives presented in GELS.
3.

Realistic Alternatives

Portfolio

The NRC fails to assess combinations of wind, solar, hydro, biomass, and fossil
fuel alternatives. See GElS, Chapter 9. This is a serious flaw in the NRC's analysis. It
neglects a utility's propensity to serve its customers with a portfolio of supply that is
based on load characteristics, cost, geography, and other considerations.
By the NRC's own estimate in the GElS, wind could provide one-third of the
nation's nuclear renewal capacity. GEIS at 9-5, In. 39. Solar photovoltaic could
provide one-eighth of the nations nuclear renewal capacity. _El at 9-9, In. 12. The
NRC also recognizes that biomass could provide one quarter of the nuclear renewal
capacity, GElS at 9-18, In. 28-30, and that new hydropower could provide one
twentieth of the nuclear renewal capacity, GElS at 9-13, In. 10-12. Based on the
NRC's own data, these four sources alone could provide alternative energy to
seventy-five percent (75%) of the nations nuclear plant capacity that may seek license
renewal.
In addition, the NRC recognizes the potential for solar thermal systems
although in the year 2020 they would have "less than one-fourth of the aggregate
nuclear capacity that would be lost if nuclear power plant licenses were not renewed."
.QES at 9-11, In, 17-19. Further potential is noted for geothermal power in California,
Oregon, Washington, and Arizona... lS at 9-17, In. 40-41. Adding these possible
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alternatives to a portfolio could total 100 percent of the nations nuclear plant capacity
that may seek license renewal. It is even more significant to consider this for
individual relicensing applications, since the potential of many or these alternatives
are very site specific.
The NRC incorrectly dismisses the potential of wind and solar power to provide
baseload capacity, because "current energy storage capabilities are inadequate."
QFlS at 9-5, In. 17-24; 9-8, In. 35-36. As Mr. Stancavage pointed out at Session 11 of
the November 5, 1992, work.shop, pumped hydro storage is a presently available
energy storage technology already providing the United States about 17,000
megawatts of capacity in about 35 locations. (Workshop Session 11 transcript p. 67,
In. 24 to p. 68, In. 3.) Although not appropriate in many locations, the NRC is remiss in

failing to consider pumped hydro storage as a viable option in conjunction with wind
and solar power.
The NRC also incorrectly assumes that contributions from wind, solar, or
biomass will be from large, centralized power plants. This neglects the small, modular
nature of many of these technologies. System scale economies are significant for
maintenance and interconnection hardware, but the GElS fails to even consider the
extent of decentralization possible now or in the future.
4.

Specific Comments
a. Wind

The NRC cites sources supporting the "potential applicability of wind power as
an alternate to nuclear power." GEIS at 9-5, In.25-39. The NRC also states that by
the year 2020 wind power could displace one third of the aggregate nuclear power
lost if not relicensed, GEIS at 9-5, In. 37-39, and that wind power generation will
significantly begin to increase beyond the year 2020 or sooner, G~lS at 9-8, In. 11-12.
Given that eighty percent of nuclear power plant licenses will expire between 2010
and 2030, QEl at 9-1, In. 13-14. the Minnesota Agencies believe the NRC's own
analysis indicates that wind power is a potential alternative that must be considered in
the relevant time frame.
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NRC recognizes that wind speeds vary considerably across the U.S. GElS at
9-5, In. 14-16. The Minnesota Agencies point out that even within the great plains the
potential for wind energy varies greatly among locations. Attached in Appendix 2 is
the paper 'Minnesota's Wind Energy" based on a project initiated and operated by the
Minnesota Department of Public Service. Figures 1 and 2 in that paper show
Minnesota's wind regions and areas of possible wind power potential. The author of
this paper concludes that wind turbines can eventually supply a large percent of
Minnesota's power. Given this potential local resource, the Minnesota Agencies
recommend that the NRC not preclude consideration of this resource as an
alternative, or part of a portfolio of alternatives, when considering the environmental
impact of renewing nuclear plant licenses in Minnesota. Affected issues should be
defined as Category 3, and addressed for individual plant applications.
Furthermore, capital costs provided by NRC are 112 percent to 150 percent
those estimated in Table 5 in Minnesota Wind Energy. GEIS at 9-6, In. 3-5. Costs in
Wisconsin Advance Plan 6 are comparable to those in Minnesota Wind Energy, but
includes approximately a 10 percent cost decrease between the years 1990 and
2005. It is possible that the NRC has substantially overestimated the cost of wind
power used for comparison to nuclear energy. The Minnesota Agencies recommend
that the NRC incorporate a sensitivity analysis into its analysis using capital costs for
wind power equal to $1,041 /kW (single turbine cost) and $775 /kW (100 unit cost) as
provided in the "Minnesota's Wind Energy Report." In addition, the NRC should
incorporate scenarios considering cost reductions over time.
The Minnesota Agencies wish to make clear that the NRC's discussion of wind
power siting in a forested region is highly improbable. Forests greatly reduce wind
energy available for turbines and it is unlikely that significant wind power development
will occur in a forested region. Therefore, consideration of related habitat disturbance
is moot. Regarding loss of agricultural land as an impact, experience in California
indicates that dual use of land for wind power and agriculture can actually increase
land value. Land impacts in agricultural areas might be further mitigated by using field
borders and road sides, resulting in negligible loss of agricultural produce.
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b. Solar Photovoltaic
The NRC recognizes that these electric power systems are presently in use in
single residences (< 10 kW), and in businesses and industry (10-50 kW). The NRC
further recognizes that "Power production is directly related to the small amournt of
solar radiation received in a specific geographic area." GEIS at 9-8, In. 25-29.
Unfortunately, the NRC's brief assessment fails to consider the possibility of significant
technological change in coming decades or its effect on considering relicensing
applications for plants located in areas of relatively greater solar photovoltaic
potential.
Present capital costs for solar photovoltaic capacity may be substantially
overstated by the NRC. The NRC estimates capital costs in 1989 to be $7260/kW. In
the Wisconsin Advance Plan 6, solar photovoltaic costs are estimated to be $5,000/kW
in 1990, declining to $1150 to $1750 (in 1990 dollars) by the year 2005. The
Minnesota Agencies have used the values filed in the Wisconsin plan in Minnesota
proceedings as well. Thus, NRC uses costs 145% of those used by other government
utility regulators and neglects the possibility of declining costs in future decades. The
NRC must reflect more widely accepted costs in its comparisons and consider the
likelihood of declining costs during the coming decades.
The NRC's assessment of the environmental impacts of solar photovoltaic
systems inappropriately focuses only on large-scale facilities, GEIS, Chapter 9,
Section 9.3.2.2. Discussion assumes remote siting, a facility covering thousands of
at 9-9, In. 21-39. No mention is made of
acres, and new transmission corridors. G
multiple small solar systems being capable of being located in many locations. Thus,
the NRC fails to adequately address dual use of land (e.g. rooftops), avoidance of
construction of new transmission facilities, and reduced line losses from generating
power near load centers.
As it has with other alternatives, the NRC again fails to consider the potential
contribution of solar photovoltaic systems to a portfolio of alternatives that might be an
alternative to relicensing an individual nuclear power plant. The NRC states:
"[T]hey are currently incapable of replacing the aggregate
nuclear baseload capacity in the United States (. . .) that
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would be lost due to the retirement of nuclear power plants."
GElS at 9-8. In. 19-22.
Although solar photovoltaic systems could not completely replace all nuclear baseload
capacity, the NRC's own estimate demonstrates that solar photovoltaic capacity in
2020 could provide one-eighth of the aggregate of the nuclear power that would be
lost if nuclear plant licenses were not renewed. GElS at 9-9, In. 12-13. This potential
contribution must be considered in future relicensing applications.
c. Solar Thermal
Conclusions reached in the GElS regarding solar thermal power as an
alternative to nuclear power are also based on considering solar thermal power
generation in isolation. The NRC indicates that solar thermal systems in the year 2020
would have "less than one-fourth of the aggregate nuclear capacity that would be lost
if nuclear power plant licenses were not renewed.' GEIS at 9-11, In. 17-19. Although
noting that some regions are much better than others for solar thermal power
generation, GEIS at 9-11, In. 36-40, the NRC fails to consider the possibility that solar
thermal might contribute to a portfolio of alternatives to nuclear power plants located in
areas of relatively high potential. The Minnesota Agencies find this an unrealistic
assumption.
As with solar photovoltaic systems, the NRC's assessment of solar thermal
potential is focuses on large scale plants providing baseload power and neglects
entirely small scale applications. Many solar thermal applications are more like
demand-side management, e.g., space heating, and hot water heating. The NRC
neglects these important aspects of solar thermal potential. Consequently,
environmental impact issues related to remote locations, transmission line corridors,
loss of agricultural land, and land use of thousands of acres are all improperly
addressed.
d. Hydropower
The NRC states that "[p]rojected hydropower increases over current levels
would be ... one-twentieth of the aggregate nuclear capacity that would be lost if
at 9-13, In. 10-12. This is a
nuclear plant licenses were not renewed." Q
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significant potential resource which should be considered in nuclear power plant
relicensing applications, Particularly in combination with other alternatives, the
possibility of increased hydropower replacing an individual nuclear power plant or
plants should not be precluded from future examination as the proposed GElS and
related rule would do. The NRC should define affected issues as Category 3, rather
than Category 1 or 2.
e. Geothermal
The NRC recognized the potential for large scale geothermal power plants to
replace nuclear capacity in Arizona, California, Oregon and Washington. At the Very
least, the NRC must recognize that this alternative must be assessed for plants in
those states. The NRC's own statement to this effect excludes definition of alternatives
as a Category 1 issue.
Furthermore, GElS Section 9.3.5. on Geothermal energy excludes scenarios
where geothermal energy production is part of a portfolio of alternatives. It also
excludes use of low quality resources such as groundwater heat exchange heat
pumps. These oversights preclude the NRC from defining alternatives as Category 1
issues.
f.

Blomass Energy

The NRC recognizes in Section 9.3.6 of Chapter 9 several facts that warrant
consideration of biomass fueled power plants as part of the portfolio of alternatives available
during the time period nuclear power plants will be relicensed, The NRC states:
Projected biomass generating capacity by 2020 would be one-fourth of the
aggregate nuclear capacity that would be lost if nuclear power plants were not
L at 9-18, In. 28-30.
relicensed.
*

Typical biomass steam electric plants have high capacity factors and are good
sources of baseload power. aji_ at 9-18, In. 19 20.

0

Biomass power "would be used to replace or offset nuclear capacity, where it is
found to be economical," Q1$ at 9-19, In. 39-40.
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Furthermore, the NRC observes that biomass fuel costs are highly dependent on
proximity to fuel supply and competition from residential wood heating and fireplace use.
These are clearly very location specific variables of great importance. Such site specific
viability of biomass fuel mean this issue must be considered during the relicensing of a
specific nuclear power plant. Therefore, alternative issues cannot be defined as Category 1
issues.
The NRC does not appear to consider a biomass fuel scenario using plantation wood
production, Instead, the NRC assumes in the GElS that previously undisturbed land will be
harvested for biomass fuel, resulting in associated negative impacts. GflS at 9-19. In. 1-5
and 9-19, In. 16-32. However, biomass fuel plants may obtain fuel from tree farms. Such
farms may have previously been agricultural, but of marginal quality. Conversion of some
agricultural land to tree production could:
"* Reduce wind erosion of soil on neighboring property,
"* Create employment opportunities for the local economy (with related economic
multiplier effectts).
"* Facilitate zero nrt carbon emission from the power plant.
"* Eliminate sulfk( emissions often related with power production.
C.

Human Health

Relicensing nuclear power plants indisputably raises issues with respect to
human health. The NRC identifies 62 issues that involve health concerns. The
obvious ones include the radiological impacts of refurbishment activities, normal plant
operation, accidents and uranium fuel cycle effects. The less obvious ones include the
very need for nuclear power generation, the impacts of alternatives, cost/benefit
assessment, surface water quality and use, groundwater use and quality, air quality,
land use, solid waste management and decommissioning. Of the 62 issues identified,
the NRC concluded that 49 could be addressed generically for all plants and that the
remaining 13 could be addressed generically for all but a subset of plants. Thus, the
NRC implicitly assumes: 1) that no new inlo-mation of relevant significance will be
available in the coming decades to change the assumptions upon which the GElS is
based; and 2) that there are no specific sets of circumstances pertaining to particular
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generating plants, or their location, which are relevant to human health or health risk
assessment. Both of these assumptions are wrong.
This section on Human Health examines both assumptions in light of the
Minnesota experience with NSP's Monticello and Prairie Island nuclear power
generating plants. The conclusion drawn is that the health issues cannot be
determined generically. The issues must be addressed as part of consideration of the
specific nuclear power plant's application for renewal of its operating license.
1.

The GEIS's conclusions concerning the cost/benefit analysis
for health risks resulting from license renewal are flawed.

The NRC's first assumption leads to the GElS conclusion that health impacts of
relicensing can be generically determined as acceptable based on a cost/benefit
analysis. As demonstrated in other sections of these Comments, however, changes in
technology and power needs will occur during the ensuing decades. The changes will
impact the cost/benefit analysis for health risks. Additionally, already low public
tolerance of health risks from NPP operations may decline further in view of the federal
government's continued inability to develop a high level nuclear waste storage facility,
whether permanent or interim. The change in public attitudes will also affect the
cost/benefit analyses of health risk, Issues related to predictions of technological
advances, power needs and siting of waste storage facilities, as they relate to health
cost and benefits and public tolerance of health risks can be adequately addressed
only in a more timely EIS.
2.

The GElS improperly analyzes dose-rate limits and acceptable
levels of public exposure.
a. The GElS and Proposed Rule have not considered
Minnesota's position regarding dose-rate limits and public
exposures, as required by NEPA.

The Minnesota Department of Health (MDH) takes the position that equivalent
health risk criteria must be used to compare health risks posed by alternative methods
of power generation. That is, whether the carcinogenic risk results from chemical
criteria must be used.
pollutants or from radiation, the same
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The MDH has calculated an upper bound lifetime cancer incidence risk
coefficient for exposure to ionizing radiation and has applied its negligible risk criterion
for exposures to such radiation. The upper bound dose rate to risk coefficient is
1840/100,000 per 100 mrem per year, which means that 1840 cancer cases are
presumed to occur in a population of 100,000 people each exposed to 100 rnrem per
year for a lifetime. The upper bound risk indicates that the real risk of contracting
cancer is not greater than that given. The MDH negligible risk criterion is 1/100,000.
The MDH applies the negligible risk criterion equally to carcinogenic risk from
chemical pollutants and from radiation because the end point, cancer, is identical for
both. Similarly, risk coefficients for chemicals and radiation are used by MDH to obtain
Final Environmental Impact
upper bound ri~k estimates of cancer incidence. S
for the Prairie Island Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation,
!iJatement
Minnesota Environmental Quality Board (April 1991); see• Prairie Island, NSP
Exh. 2, Chapter 6. In contrast, NRC's risk coefficients provide best or central estimates
of cancer mortality.
For radiation exposure, application of the MDH's negligible risk criterion and
dose rate to risk coefficient engenders a criterion radiation dose rate of 0.054 mrem
per year per individual. The MDH applies its negligible risk criterion to risks involving
involuntary exposures when the risks accrue mostly to one set of people and benefits
accrue to another set. This is not to say that non-negligible radiation doses cannot be
permitted in Minnesota; they should, however, be weighed in decision-making. The
GEtS and Proposed Rule do not consider, discuss or recognize the MIDH policy
regarding application of comparable risk coefficients to carcinogenic risk from
chemical pollutants and from radiation. Neither do the GElS and Proposed Rule
permit such considerations in relicensing Minnesota nuclear power plants.
Consequently, the GElS and Proposed Rule violate NEPA.
b. The GElS demonstrates that dose limits change In response
to new Information, but falls to allow for similar change In
the future.
The GElS demonstrates that NRC policy with regard to cancer risk calculation
and dose rate limits is changing. In general, risk calculations for exposures to
radiation have been increasing and acceptable dose rate limits have been
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decreasing, For instance, the occupalional exposure limit, which was 50 rem/year in
1947, is now 5 rem/year and is expected to be reduced to 2 rem/year. GEIS at 3-28
and E-1. The public exposure limit for exposure to airborne radio nuclides from any
one source is expected to be reduced from 25 mrem/year to 10 mrem/year. Id. at E-33.
Nevertheless, the NRC ignores the import of these changes by failing to include
in the GEIS and Proposed Rule a mechanism for revising the dose limits as new data
become available and as societal views regarding acceptable risk evolve. Moreover,
the NRC ignores its own most recent best data in determining dose rate limits and risk
estimates. The following section demonstrates the NRC's erroneous use of its own
data.
c. The NRC arbitrarily chooses a risk coefficient of 5 cancer
fatalities per 10,000 people, each exposed to 1 rem.
The NRC presents data in the GElS showing the change in risk estimation
values used by federal government agencies from 1972-1990. GELS, Table E-21 at E
27. The estimates of excess cancer fatality coefficients among 100,000 people
receiving an instantaneous external radiation dose of 10 rem steadily increased as
new data became available. W, The most authoritative risk estimation values appear
in the 1990 BIER V report, which shows 800 cancer fatalities among 100,000 people
receiving an instantaneous dose of 10 rem. I, That translates into 8 per 10,000 per I
rem. Yet, when the NRC prepared Table 3.10 where it presents the risk coefficients
used in the GElS for determining environmental impact, the NRC picked the less
current RERF estimate that translates into 5 per 10,000 per 1 rem instead of the most
authoritative BIER V estimate. Compare GElS, Tablo 3.10 with Table E-21. No reason
for the choice is given. The choice is arbitrary.
That the choice is arbitrary becomes even clearer when the NRC's presentation
of its own conflicting policies and those of the EPA are considered. The NRC presents
a current design objective for annual dose limits to the general public of 8 mrem/year
for total body exposure, but it retains for regulatory purposes a dose limit of 25
mrem/year from a single licensed source. QE1a at Table 3.9. That is, although the
NRC advocates a total body annual dose of no more than 8 mrem/year to the general
public, it will allow up to 25 mrem/year. In contrast to the NRC, the EPA rule specifies a
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10 mrem/year dose limit. 4 GEIS at 3-26 (discussing EPA standard). Both the NRC and
EPA dose rate limits conflict with EPA and NRC objectives as stated in the GELS. To
arrive at that 10 mrem/year limit promulgated in 40 C.F.R., Part 61 (54 FR 9612, March
7, 1989), the GElS indicates that the EPA used 4 per 10,000 among 10,000 people
receiving 10,000 person-rem. GEIS at E-25. However, the EPA has stated that a
desirable risk level is 1/10,000: "in protecting public health with an ample margin of
safety ... EPA strives to provide maximum feasible protection against risks to health
from hazardous air pollutants by ... limiting to no higher than approximately 1 in 10
thousand the maximum estimated risk that a person living near a plant would have if
he or she were exposed to the emitted pollutant for 70 years." 40 C.F.R., Part 61 (54
FR 56155, December 15, 1989).
In order to attain the EPA's risk level goal of 1/10,000, using the most
authoritative estimate of cancer fatalities contained in the BIER V report, the dose rate
limit would be 1.8 mrem/year, not 10 mrem/year as presented in the GElS by the NRC.
The 1.8 mrem/year should be contrasted with the NRC's 25 mrem/year dose rate limit.
The NRC 25 mrem/year dose rate limit engenders a fatal cancer risk between 1
and 2 in 1,000, or 3 times higher than the 5 in 10,000 used in the development of its
at E-25. The NRC in the GElS
Below Regulatory Codes Policy Statement. aFI..
provides no rationale for relicensing facilities which could engender fatal cancer risk of
1/1,000 and 2/1,000 under its 25 mrem/year dose rate limit.
d. The NRC Incorrectly justifies its dose rate limits by
comparing these limits to background radiation.
The MDH notes that risk of radiation from licensed activities is incremental and,
therefore, levels of background radiation are irrelevant, Consequently, background
radiation should not be considered in development of dose and dose rate limits.
Nevertheless, the NRC does consider levels of background radiation. For example,
the NRC judges the radiological significance of the dose caused by refurbishment in
at 3-25. The NRC also
part by reference to natural background radiation dose. ..
compares background radiation with radiation exposures from nuclear power
generation in Table 10.1, "Summary of conclusions on NEPA issues for license
4 Neither dose limit approaches the Minnesota crilorion of 0.54 mtervyoar.
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renewal of nuclear power plants," to conclude that coses are small. Once again, the
GElS and the Proposed Rule fail to consider other state criteria that will be applied
during specific NPP relicensing.
3.

The GElS Section on Gaseous Emissions/Air Quality falls to
consider Minnesota's situation.

Doses to the maximally exposed individual from airborne emissions for some
nuclear power plants for 1985-1987 are contained in Table E.19. This table does not
have any data for the Monticello or Prairie Island nuclear power plants. Before either
plant is relicensed, such data for these plants should be made available as part of'an
Environmental Review process, and evaluated with respect to the Minnesota dose-rate
criterion of 0.054 mrem/year.
We note that the GElS does provide emissions data for 10 boiling water nuclear
power plants with GE equipment (similar to Monticello) and 17 pressurized water
reactor plants with Westinghouse equipment (similar to Prairie Island). Four of the
plants using boiling water reactors and 8 of the plants using pressurized water
reactors had average emissions below the MDH criterion dose rate. The plants with
emissions below the MDH criterion dose rate were generally larger than the
Minnesota NPPs. However, their total site acreages were similar to those in
Minnesota, so that dilution of the emissions before they affect a member of the public
might be similar. Yet, with no recognition of the MDH negligible risk criterion and no
data on the Monticello and Prairie Island NPPs, the GElS prevents determination of
whether the Minnesota NPPs meet the MDH criterion when those NPPs apply for
license renewal.
4.

The Impact of radionuclide releases on land use cannot be
determined generically.

Table 3.11 B contains data for a few power boiling water reactor plants,
including Monticello, on air and liquid releases of radionuclides. Before relicensing,
as part of an Environmental Review process, data of this type need to be evaluated in
terms of possible impact on farming activities and food chain exposures in the areas
surrounding both the Monticello and Prairie Island plant. A generic evaluation, in the
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absence of specific plant emissions, dispersion, deposition and other relevant data is
inadequate.
Additionally, the MDH is concerned that the statement, "The significance of any
given nuclear power plant to its host area will depend to a large degree on its
remoteness ... . may not be accurate. GElS at 2-25. The potential impact of effluent
releases is greatest in farming areas (generally of low population density) where food
chain exposures to radionuclide emissions may occur. Soil levels of some
radionuclides, e.g. strontium-90 with a half-life of 28 years and cesium-137 (with a
half-life of 30 years) will not approach equilibrium concentrations for over a hundred
years. Thus, potential radiation exposures through the soil and food chain will get
larger as power plant life is extended by relicensing. Further analysis of this issue
must occur during relicensing of specific nuclear power plants.
5.

Liquid Emissions/Water Quality are site-specific
cannot be analyzed generically.

issues that

Contamination of wells in the vicinity of Northern States Power Company's
Prairie Island nuclear power plant by liquid effluent emissions from that facility is
further discussed in the Minnesota Agencies Comments on Hydrology and Aquatic
Ecology. Tritium levels in one well have averaged between 800 and 1000
picocuries/liler. Making standard assumptions about water consumption of 2 liters/day
results in a dose rate of 0.16 to 0.2 mrem/year, which is 2 to 4 times the criterion dose
rate of 0.054 mrem/year. Before either Monticello or Prairie Island is relicensed,
surface water, groundwater and drinking water quality data specific to both power
plants must be evaluated and the health risks must be assessed. This cannot be done
generically.

D.

Hydrology, Terrestrial and Aquatic Ecology and Land Use
1.

Site-specific Assessment Required

Issues related to water appropriations will be reviewed and resolved directly
through the Stale's waler appropriation permit authorities and responsibilities.
However, the Minnesota Agencies do not favor a nationwide generic analysis
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approach for relicensing, particularly as it applies to water use and water resource
impacts. Due to hydrologic, geologic and biologic conditions that are unique to
Minnesota, there should be individual environmental review for each facility or a
statewide generic analysis for Minnesota facilities.
2.

NRC Must Consider New Information

Minnesota Agencies do not dispute the GElS findings regarding fish and wildlife
issues at this time. However, circumstances related to these issues change over time
such that an issue not considered serious today may be deemed serious in the future.
The proposed qnvironmental review process does not adequately define how
changing circumstances would be recognized by the NRC and incorporated into its
review of relicensing applications for individual nuclear power plants. State fish and
wildlife agencies may often encounter significant new information earlier than their
federal counterparts. This information must become part of NRC's consideration of a
related license renewal application in a timely manner and without undue
administrative burden.
3.

Concerns Specific to Minnesota Nuclear Power Plants

The following concerns are inadequately addressed in the GElS and must be
addressed on a site-specific basis.
The two nuclear power plants in Minnesota (Prairie Island and Monticello) are
located in environmentally sensitive areas. Prairie Island, in particular, is located
within a system of extremely high quality fish and wildlife habitat. It is at the head of a
migratory corridor of national significance, It is also located on the Upper Mississippi
River. The Mississippi is a nationally important resource that is already stressed by a
number of factors, including impoundment via a series of dams, commercial
navigation, heavy recreational boat traffic, and significant pollutant and silt loading.
The contribution of the Prairie Island and Monticello nuclear power plants operations
to the cumulative impacts on the river needs to be addressed. The NRC must modify
its proposal to ensure that the concerns of the State, and other federal agencies, are
adequately incorporated and addressed in the NRC's consideration of applications to
relicense these individual nuclear power plants.
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a. Groundwater and Drinking Water
Testimony during the hearings before the Minnesota Public Utilities
Commission in the Matter of an Application for a Certificate of Need for Construction of
an Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation at Prairie Island discussed possible
contamination of wells in the vicinity of the plant by liquid effluent emissions from
Prairie Island. 5 Tritium was found in the ground water at Prairie Island. This ground
water contamination is believed to be the result of the NPDES-permitted discharge
into the Mississippi River, which recharges ground water at that point and flows
southwest into the Vermilion River. Drinking water wells have been impacted. Tritium
levels in one well have averaged between 800 and 1000 picocuries/liter.
The GElS discusses ground water quality impacts, but does not address the
tritium found in the wells at Prairie Island. NUREG-1437, Vol.1, page 4-13, line 28+.
This incident should be included in the GElS. Ground water quality effects should be a
Category 3 issue. Before either Monticello or Prairie Island is relicensed, surface
water, groundwater and drinking water quality data specific to both power plants
should be evaluated. This cannot be done generically.
b. Related Future Proposals
Relicensing of both nuclear facilities must include thorough analysis of all future
system requirements. A number of project proposals have been submitted to
regulatory agencies related to the Prairie Island Nuclear Power Plant in recent years.
These proposals were not part of the original facility design and are of significant
environmental consequence. Examples include:
"* Proposed transmission line crossing of the Mississippi River from the Prairie
Island Plant to the proposed NSP generation site at Durand, Wisconsin.
" Proposed new access road from Red Wing to the Prairie Island Plant that
crossed four rivers and the 2000 acre Red Wing Wildlife Protective League.
This alternative was not permitted but another access road through wooded
5 Documentation of the Prairie Island groundwater contamination with tritium is found in the *Final
Environmental Impact Statement: Prairie Island Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation,* Minnesota
Environmental Quality Board, April 1991; pages 4.8 and 4.9. These pages are attached as Appendix 3.
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river bluffs and valleys was selected. A recent proposal is currently under
review for a new plant access road along the Vermilion River on Prairie
Island.
"* Dry cask storage of spent fuel rods, and the issue of related nuclear waste
accumulation and management, within an environmentally sensitive area.
"* A radio transmitter tower installed at Prairie Island nuclear power plant which
is located within the nationally significant Mississippi River migratory bird
flyway.
The environmental impacts of each project, as well as their cumulative and interactive
impacts, must be considered.
c. Fish Management and Angler Recreation
The Minnesota Agencies have identified recreational user problems and
ecological concerns with the current winter operation procedures at the Prairie Island
nuclear power plant. Hazardous ice conditions are created at a number of locations
downstream on the Mississippi River, including Lake Pepin, which inhibit or preclude
snowmobiling, ice fishing and other recreational activities. Numerous angler reports of
poor winter fishing have been problematic for managers responsible for the Lake
Pepin fishery. The extent to which thermal discharges from Prairie Island Plant affect
the winter fishery needs to be further evaluated from both a biological and a
recreation/sociological standpoint.
Cumulative impact analysis needs to be dor-i concerning la,val fish mortality
between St. Cloud and Coon Rapids. The Monticello nuclear power plant, the
SHERCO power plant, and hydroelectric facilities impact large volumes of Mississippi
River water in this area. Larval and juvenile fish entrainment or impingement are
ongoing concerns for resource managers and are tied to water withdrawal (e.g. timing,
amounts). In view of these concerns, alternative cooling system designs for the
Monticello nuclear power plant require adequate analysis unavailable under the
Proposed Rule and GEIS.
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d. Cooling Systems
Historically, the Prairie Island nuclear power plant cooling towers have
experienced problems and mechanical failures during cold weather operation. As a
result, Northern States Power Company has been allowed to operate open cycle (no
cooling towers) during the last and current NPDES permit periods during the winter
period (November 1 to April 1). Yet, previous permits required full tower operation
during this period because of concerns for gonadal maturation of percid species,
which includes walleye and sauger. Past permit requirements were based on USEPA
data pertaining to the degree and duration of the chill period required for gonadal
maturation. A comprehensive analysis of this issue is needed to determine the
optimum design and operation of the plant's cooling towers. We recommend that this
analysis include consideration of design modifications that would improve power
generation efficiency while reducing the rejected heat in the river water cooling
system.
Warm weather operation of the present cooling tower system at Prairie Island
has also caused problems. Warm weather operation of the cooling towers has
resulted in colonization of the system by a parasitic amoeba (Naegleria fowleri). The
amoeba presents safety concerns for plant personnel. To address these concerns,
NSP has been granted permission to periodically chlorinate the system. This results
in considerable mortality of fish and other organisms within the recirculation canal.
The immediate and long-term impacts of this action on the aquatic ecosystem must be
addressed.
e. Zebra Mussels
Zebra mussels were discovered in the Mississippi River in the Fall of 1991 near
LaCrosse, Wisconsin., Zebra mussels can block water intake systems. Therefore, the
imminent threat of zebra mussel infestation will likely require significant operational
changes at the Prairie Island plant. The potential water quality impacts and cooling
system modifications need to be evaluated.
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Solid Waste Management
1.

Site-Specific Assessment Required

Issues related to high-level radioactive waste storage have been extensively
investigated in Minnesota. However, as discussed elsewhere throughout these
Comments, these issues will need to be re-evaluated as the status of long- and
intermediate-term repositories become clarified, and as the technology of dry cask
storage is put into use and tested in actual practice. Low-level radioactive waste
issues have not been extensively studied in Minnesota. Until an actual site for low
level waste handling is chosen, and a detailed analysis of waste composition, intake
rates, site engineering, and other factors takes place, health risks from low-level waste
storage cannot be determined. A generic analysis may help scope problems, but it
cannot substitute for a site-specific analysis. The present GElS is inadequate even for
scoping purposes.
2.

Spent Nuclear Fuel

On page 6-36, the GEIS inappropriately concludes that spent nuclear fuel
storage is a Category 1 issue. License extension will increase the amount of spent
fuel requiring disposal from individual plants to 150 percent that originally anticipated.
Similarly, the nation's nuclear waste disposal needs would increase accordingly. The
GElS should be expanded in three ways:
First, the GElS should assess the likelihood of the DOE actually opening a
repository for the spent fuel, and include in that analysis an indication of the
timeframe in which it would open. Although the Waste Confidence Rule
declares confidence that DOE will accept waste by 2025, it does not resolve
the GElS of the need to assess the costs of delay. Consideration of these
costs, and the timing of their being incurred, will affect determination of need
and of cost-effective alternatives.
Second, the current law limits the volume of the proposed Yucca Mountain
repository to 70,000 metric tons. This is not sufficient to hold the volume of
spent fuel generated from the current licenses. Where will all the additional
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spent fuel go? This issue is not addressed in the GElS or Waste Confidence
Decision, and is critical to an informed decision-maker.
Third, each plant should be required, as part of their relicensing application,
to indicate how spent fuel would be stored at their site until DOE acceptance
begins. The impacts of the storage methods chosen should also be
assessed, both economically and to the environment.
The GElS avoids addressing environmental impacts of wet and dry spent fuel
storage by simply anticipating compliance with design and operational regulations
and incorporating by reference findings of outdated generic studies.
The very fact that each plant that plans to use dry cask storage must obtain an
NRC Part 72 license at some future time, which requires an environmental report,
clearly indicates that spent fuel storage should be a Category 3 issue. Northern States
Power, for example, appears intent to apply for relicensing of their Monticello plant 13
years before it must expand its spent fuel storage capacity and 18 years before its
current operating license expires. Its relicensing application should fully discuss spent
fuel storage operations relating to alternatives, design, impacts and costs.
3.

Other Specific Issues
a, Low-level Radioactive Waste (LLRW) Compact Data is
Outdated and Incomplete

All quantitative data reported in the tables should be as complete as possible, in
order to present an accurate overall picture of LLRW generation by power plants. NRC
staff should work closely with the Compacts and unaffiliated states to justify and verify
all the figures used.
Section 6.3.3.3 states that "consummation of an agreement with (another)
compact or unaffiliated state for interim storage could suffice" to provide disposal
capacity for a plant's LLRW. No such agreements have been worked out as yet, and it
is unclear whether any compacts or states with operational facilities would be
amenable to this if approached. Therefore, if that statement is to remain in the final
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GELS, additional qualifying text should be included to fully explain these caveats and
their implications.
Most of the information on the Midwest Compact is out-of-date. For example,
Table 6.8 on page 6-18 still lists Michigan as the host state. Michigan was expelled
from the Compact in July 1991, and Ohio chosen as the new host state for a facility.
NRC staff should work directly with the Midwest Compact executive director to obtain
current information.
b.

Timing of LLRW Generation/Disposal is Significant

The GElS states that extending the operating period of a power plant changes
the picture of LLRW generation: waste will be disposed over a longer period of time,
and refurbishments to keep the plant operating will generate additional amounts of
LLRW. Additionally, relicensure will affect the timing of the generation of
decommissioning wastes. The GEIS does not address the implications this may have
for the compacts' planning and decision making.
To illustrate, the first host state chosen by any given compact must accept LLRW
for a period of 20 years, after which the second host state must begin accepting waste
at a new facility. The exact timing of power plant decommissionings, then, will
determine how much decommissioning waste a facility (host state) will receive, and
when. Ideally, the timing should be known at the time a facility is being designed, to
ensure that capacity (and construction and operating costs) will be neither over- or
underestimated. Issues of timing may also play a role in the decision-making of the
compacts and their member states. This should be discussed within the GEIS.
c.

Effects of Extended On-site LLRW Storage Must be Considered

The GElS mentions that the existing low-level radioactive waste (LLRW)
disposal facilities -'ill soon deny access to most generators of LLRW. Once access is
denied, these generators will be required to store LLRW on-site until such time as a
compact region (or, in some cases, an unaffiliated state) has an operational facility. A
"rule of thumb* understanding between the NRC and the generators has been that on
site storage of LLRW is limited to five years; the GElS states that typical on-site storage
is from 1 to 3 years.
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In section 6.3.2.3 on page 6-21, the GElS states that it otf-site disposal facilities
will not be available according to the schedule given in Table 6.8, then the effects of
extended on-site storage will need to be evaluated. The Minnesota Agencies believe
it is unlikely thdt disposal capacity will be available according to this schedule, since
progress in facility siting has been generally slow. The tone of the GElS seems to
suggest that the compacts will be able to develop operational facilities with little or no
delay. This is not an accurate assessment of the situation at this time. The GElS must
evaluate the effects of extended on-site storage.
d.

Mixed Wastes Storage Must be Addressed

The GElS correctly states that there currently are no licensed disposal facilities
accepting commercially-generated mixed wastes (those that are both hazardous and
radioactive). In general, the power plants store their mixed wastes on-site. We believe
it would be helpful, therefore, to include a discussion of the recent EPA policy
statement on mixed wastes (Federal Register, Thursday, August 29, 1991, page
42730-42734). The policy states that, although RCRA does not allow for the long-term
storage of mixed waste, EPA will consider enforcement under RCRA a low priority if
the generator follows certain management practices described in the policy statement.
F.

Postulated Accidents

Chapter 5 of the GElS presents the NRC analyses of the environmental impact
of accidents. In performing its analysis, the NRC recognizes that many NPPs are not
bound by the parameters used in the studies cited in the GElS to support the finding of
small impact for postulated accidents. S G5lS, Tables 5.15 and 5.30, showing
plants not bound in liquid pathway study and in surface water analysis (including
Monticello and Prairie Island among those not bound). Nevertheless, based on its
analysis, the GElS reaches a generic conclusion that environmental impacts of
postula' I accidents are small at all sites. See Table B-1, 56 Fed. Reg. at 47034. This
is inconsistent with the NRC's own recognition that many plants do not fall within the
bounds considered. Consequently, the GEIS's generic findings cannot be applied to
the environmental situation at all individual nuclear power plants upon relicensing.
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I.

The GElS analyses regarding postulated accidents' impacts on
water resources are flawed.

The GElS analyzes the environmental impact of postulated accidents occurring
at "large river sites." The GElS accident analysis for "large water sites" fails to account
for site-specific differences among NPPs. The two large river site NPPs chosen for
analysis are Grand Gulf and River Bend, both "far from the Mississippi River shoreline
but on its flood plain where the groundwater velocity is expected to be low and flood
plain sediments would be expected to absorb radionuclides to some extent." Both
plants are about 450 meters from the river. Prairie Island and Monticello are much
closer: 150 meters. GElS at Table 5.19. The locations of Grand Gulf and River Bend
farther from the river than Monticello and Prairie Island could increase the potential for
groundwater contamination in the event of an accident at the former sites, while the
closer proximity of the Minnesota NPPs to the river could increase potential damage to
the river itself. The danger of accidents related to flooding could be very different for
those plants nearer the river contrasted with those farther away. Consequently,
analysis of postulated accidents is site-specific. The GElS and Proposed Rule prevent
consideration of specific siting situations when assessing environmental impacts of a
specific NPP's renewal application,
The GElS also examines a study regarding aquatic food pathway risk. GElS at
5-59. Although a number of power plants, including Monticello and Prairie Island, are
not bound by the analysis provided by the study, the GElS concludes that aquatic food
pathway risk is low for all sites, and so relegates this to a Category 1 issue. Since the
analysis is not provided to show that interdiction of the fallout resulting from a nuclear
accident is feasible and effective, this is an unfounded conclusion. This should not be
a Category 1 issue.
Similarly, the GElS discusses the risk from radionuclide releases to
groundwater. GEIS at 5-87. Again, a number of power plants fall outside the bounds
of the analysis. See GElS, Table 30 (listing 22 NPPs, including Prairie Island and
Monticello, that fall outside the bounds). Therefore, the decision that releases to
groundwater at all plants are a Category 1 issue is unfounded. These two unfounded
conclusions are reiterated in the GE1S on page 5-113, lines 12-14 and 25-26.
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The GElS inadequately analyzes issues of population density
related to risk of radiation exposure.

The GElS appropriately recognizes that site population and wind direction
frequency in GElS Table 5.3 are primary factors affecting risks from accidental.release
of radiation. GElS at 5-23, In. 15-21. However, the GElS fails to consider the impact
changes in population density would have on risks associated with a particular NPP.
The GElS does not consider that the population growth for specific plant areas may be
within the 3 mile radius around the plant known as the low population zone, nor does it
consider the numbers of transient population in that area, nor the potential growth o4
both population groups. This potential change in population affects risk at specific
NPPs and therefore must be addressed during specific NPP relicensing.
Table 5.3 correctly shows Monticello out of all 118 NPPs in the United States as
having the largest population located within 50 miles of an NPP in the high-frequency
wind direction. GElS at 5-20 to 5-23. Yet, the GEIS does not consider, when it
generically concludes that the environmental impacts of postulated accidents are
acceptable, that no federal regulation requires an evacuation plan for people outside
the 10 mile emergency planning zone. Relicensing Monticello requires a very site
specific consideration of the potential impact of accidental radioactive releases in view
of a population of 1.6 million located in the most vulnerable path for such a release.
Moreover, if new information becomes available or further revisions of EPA 520/1-75
001 Manual of Protective Action Guides (PAGs) change significantly after the initial
licensing period, the population density of 1.6 million in Monticello's critical path would
have even greater significance to risk analysis. Generic accident analysis does not
suffice when a particut , nuclear power plant like Monticello presents such site
specific population density differences from, e.g., an NPP with a downwind population
of 29,000 like Prairie Island.
3.

The GElS fails to consider the implications of dry cask storage.

The GElS erroneously states that spent fuel is handled and stored under water.
GElS at 5-9, In. 19 and 20. The GElS ignores the fact that NPPs are already beginning
to use dry cask storage. This should be addressed in Chapter 5.
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4.

The GElS fails to address the effect of plant aging on accident
warning time.

The NRC states that the license renewal process will ensure that aging effects
on the plant are controlled and that the radioactive releases from accidents will not
increase over the license renewal period. QE1i at 5-11, In. 10-13. The NRC also
states that in the event of a release of radioactive material from a plant, protective
actions can be taken for members of the general public. CEt5 at 5.24, In, 34-43.
However, the success of these actions is dependent on the warning time. The GElS
does not address possible changes in the time for radioactive materials to escape from
aging plant systems if a severe accident would occur. This should be addressed in
Chapter 5.
5.

The GElS assessment of economic Impact Is Inadequate.

In Section 5.3.4, the GElS has calculated costs of evacuation, loss of crops, milk
production and decontamination activities. However, it is not clear if the NRC has
considered the "multiplier effect" of this lost economic activity on the surrounding
region. This is necessary for an accurate assessment of economic impact.
Fuithermore, the economic effect of the determination of economic activities in a
contaminated area has been calculated only for a one year period after an accident.
QM at 5.91. In. 8.9. No basis is provided by the NRC for limiting the assumed effect
of a nuclear accident to one year, The NRC must thoroughly explain this assumption.
The GElS also fails to take into consideration the specific land usage, e.g., recreational
use or tourism, in a particular state and the financial implications of public perception
of the Quality of life, Generalized severe accident analysis can be expected to mask
significant land use anomalies near specific nuclear power plants,
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CONCLUSION

The Minnesota Agencies have demonstrated tnt the Proposed Rule,
Environmental Review for Renewal of Operating Liconsos, cannot stand as is,
First, it exceeds NRC authority under the Atomic Energy Act by determining
issues of need based on analysis of costs and alternative energy supplies. Only states
have the right to determine whether nuclear power gonorallon from a particular
nuclear power plant is needed.
Second, the Proposed Rule, codifying the draft GEIS, violates the National
Environmental Policy Act, The bifurcation of environmental review between the GElS
and a rule that obstructs public parlicipation and conceals environmental concerns
cannol tland,
Third, the GElS fails to support generic conclusions roached, thereby rendering
the Proposed Rule defective and Incapable of serving the purpose for which it was
intended: review of environmental impacts caused by the renewal of an individual
nuclear power plant's operating license.
Due to these defects, the Proposed Rule and related documents must be
withdrawn or modified to correct impermissible preemption and NEPA violations.
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APPENDIX 1
MINNESOTA AGENCIES

The Governor has designated the Department of Public Service as the primary
contact for all energy-related issues aflecting the state, and appointed Commissioner
Kris Sanda as State Liaison Officer for coordination with the NRC. The Department is
charged under state law with representing the interests of Minnesota residents,
businessoa, and governments before ogancles oulsIdC tho slnto that Imploment
national energy policy. The Minnesota Department of Public Service is the
administrative agency within the State of Minnesota responsible for enforcing state
laws regulating public utilities, and for enforcing orders of tho Minnesota Public
Utilities Commission.
The Minnesota Environmental Quality Board (EQ[3) adminislers the
state's Environmental Review and Power Plant Siting Programs. It is the
agency responsible for preparation of state environmental review documents for
nuclear facilities and for monitoring federal development of a nuclear waste
repository.
The Minnesota Department of HealIn ib responsible for monitoring
environmental radiation and for evaluating tho offectivonoss of radiation control
procedures. The agency also monitors radioactive waste shipments within the state
for compliance with federal and state regulations. In addition, the agency participates
in the Minnesota Radiological Emergency Response Plan to satisfy the federal
requirements for emergency response to accidents at the nuclear power plants in the
state,
The Minnesota Department of Natural Resources (DNR) has the responsibility
to manage the state's fish, wildlife, waters, wetlands, forests, prairies, minerals, and
public lands, Including the regulation of a broad range of activities that alfect natural
resources, to meet both short and long-term requirements for basic use, environmental
protection, and economic production.
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Minnesota's Wind Energy
by Robert J. Geisen

The power of the wind has long been used
for pumping water. sailing ships, and pow.
ering mills. Wind energy played an impor
tant role in rural Minnesota before the Rural
Electnticalion Act. Many farms and isolated
residences produced their own electricity
with wind turbines until gnd connections to
electnc utilities were available.
The demand for wind lurbines has sup
ported wind industries in Minnesota. The
most notable was the Jacobs Wind Electric
Company. Between 1930 and 1960. thou.
sands of three kilowatt (kW) Jacobs tur.
bines were manufactured in Minneapolis
and sold throughout the country. But by
1960, the combination of rural electrilica.
tion and cheap fossil fuels had forced Ja
cobs and other manufacturers out of
business. The energy crisis of the 1970s re
vived investment in wind energy and at
present, there are three turbine manufac
turers and one company that produces
olades located in Minnesota. In addition,
the state government has developed a
Wind Resource Assessment Program
(WRAP).' This program monitors wind
speeods at thirty-one sites in order to evalu.

'S

ate Minnesota's wind resource.
This report uses the WRAP data base to
determine what physical limitations exist for
wind energy in Minnesota, In addition, a
simple economic algorithm is develooed to
assess the viability of collecting wind en
ergy for power in Minnesota,
The Nature of Wind
Wind energy is bomr of sunlight, for wind is a
result of the difflerenttal heating of the
earths surface. The earth's atmospthere
can De thought of as a heat engine driven by
the sun in which wind transports heal. mois.
lure. and other atmosphenc properties On
a global scale, approximately 2 percent of
incident solar radiation drives the winds
When using wind as an energy source.
accurate prediction of wind conditions is ce
surable but not possible. In simple terms tIe
intermittent characteristic of wind is due !o
the diumal and seasonal heating anc coci.
0000wo
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inig of the atmosphere Although winds are

erratic. three generalizations may oe maoe
1 Winds near the earth*S surface generaily

nave greater velocities during the day
than at night. This diumal effect comes
from the sun heating the air near he stur

face during me day but not at nP3tt.
2. In Minnesota. wind Speeds are greatest
inthe spring and fall and least inJuly and
August. Seasonal wind patterns are
caused by large scale heat transfer
ence. Temperature differences cause

To test the accuracy or me Rayleigh func
tion it was comoared witr an actual mea.
surec wind speed freauenicy distriutilOn
Irem ine WRAP Site at Altbera during
Seotember. 1987 The Rayleiqh function
closely toltowdo te actual wind measure
ments and meit corresponding energy val
ues. Whether this would Oe true at all
WRAP sites is not known. Out the Rayleigh
wind speed distrOution function is Ine stan
dardlzed method for approximating wind
speed Irecuency disrioutlions and Was
used in this study.

the atmosphere to te in constant motion.

creating weather fronts, which move
througn the state. Higher wind speeds
usually accompany moving weather
systems.
3. Wind speeds typically increase with
,eight. The earth's surface presents a
resistance to the flow of air so that a
crude boundary layer is formed next to
the earth' surface. it can range from a
hundred feet to a lew thousand feet in
alt'tud l.
Although these generallzation$ may not
hold for every day or every season, they
have been verified over long periods of
time.

Minnesota Wind Conditions
In addition to knowing how to calculate
wind energy and exergy. it is important to
know now wind conditions vary throughout
the state. WRAP was designed to provide
an accurate evaluation of wind power within
the stale that could be used to select and
site wind turtines. Participants of WRAP
have collectively placed anemometers at
thirty-one sites within or bordering on the
state. Each anemometer station measures

and
records
soeeos at a neignt of 30
grm;nc
oft thewind
meters
Using ine oata trom imese stations aong
with topographic maps. WRAP has created
a map of wind regions within Ihn state iFig
ure 1). Each region represents a range in
annual average wino speeds It is apparent
that the western coroer and. particutafty me

southwest comer of the state. experience

superior wind conditions. The advantage in

the southwest corner of the stale comes
from the Buffalo Ridge, which runs through
that area.

Limtts of Minnesota's Wind Energy
WRAP data and tie map of winc regions
were used in this study to evaluate the
physical limits Of MinneSota'S wind energy.
The analysis tivONed throe phases: 1) as
sessing regional wind energy. 2) estimating
te possible lim• of wind turbine density for
each region, and 3) calculating the maxt.
mum wind energy which could be convened
into electricity within each region on an an.
nual basis.

Figure 1. Minnesota Wind Regions

Measuring Wind Energy
WindAlsi dimo fOo therefore, wind has Id
nelic energy. PhysIc limitations preclude
catuning ithe wind's entire energy. If all en.
orgy were extracted from the wind, te wind
speed behind a turbine would be zero,
which is impossible. Energy-depleted air,
which has passed throogh a turbine, must
be moved so that more sir can Ww through.
Betz determined that, theoretically, the
maxmum amount of energ'ty an ideal wind
turbine can extract is 59.3 percent of the
wind energy." The maximum amount of en
ergy that can be extracted for human use is
Called exergy. This report oefines wind ex
orgy interms of the Betz number.
Wind energy and exergy are directly pro
portional to the air's density and the area
swept by the wind turbine blades. The en
ergy of the wind increases dramatically
as waid speed$ cricrase. The equation
pt31 000
FJA - ,'I•t

shows IhNs rlatiorship., where E/A stands
for the wind energy ina unit area (kWhimZ).
p for the density of the air (kgtm). t for te
time (h). and v for the upstram velocity of
the wind (ris).Ideally. calcutation of wind
energy is based on measured wind fre
quency distributions. Unfortunately. the
WRAP program reports monthly average
wind speeds instead of wind speed fre
quenCy distributiOns, The Rayleigh wind
was used, ther#
nxirtfutluti
speed dist~tb
oe,1 provide an appioximabon of the ac
tual wind 80eed'frequenCy distribution
based on the WRAP aveago wind seds. "
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The annual cumuatiave wind energy at
each WRAP site was estimated by using
the monthly average wino speeds orovioeo
by WRAP in an ecuation based on the Ray
l•gh wind sew odistnutwin function. Esti.
mates lot earn month were summed to give
an annual wino energy estimate.
The wind energy in eactn of the state's six
wind regions was ten calcu•iaed by aver.
aging the annual cumulative wind energies
for all the sites in eacn region. In two cases
(Regions I and 6) there is only one WRAP
site in tne region. The cumulative energy
estimates calculated in Ihis way jTable 1)
are OOviOuSly cruce. Wind energy at

soecific foints within a region may signifi

canniy deviate from the regional value
Decause of the terrain and nearfy ostruc.
lions. Before installing a wino turmine at any
site. measurement of wind conditions at
that location is lighty recommended. The
values for annual cumulative wind energy
represent these regions in a general man.
ner which is appropriate for estimating re
gional wind energy in gross terms.
To calculate how much of the annual cu
mulative wind energy in the state is accessi
ble for wind power, Itne swept area of each
region and tne spacing of wind turbines
must be factored in. Swept area is the verti-

Table 1. Annual Cumulative Wind Energy by Minnesota Wind Regions
Annual Average
Wind Speeos
rrvsl

Wind
Region

Number of
Sites

Wind
Energy
{kWlvm -yr]

Wind
Exergy
(kWhtm -yr]

1

0-4.0

1

255

150

2

4.0-5.0

4

1050

620

3
4

5.0-6.5
5.5-6.0

12
7

1650
1985

980
1175

5
6

6.0-7.0
> 7.0

3
1

2570
4140

1520
2515

*W• .
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Table 2. Accesaible Wind Energy by Minnesota Wind Region**
Land
Area
[million
heclares]
0.26
9.03
6.43
5.01
0.98
0.27
21.98

Wind
Region
1
2
3
4
5
6
Totals
'*ow" FKW

Swept
Area
(million
mI
20.8
709.1
504.6
393.3
77.2
20.9
1725.8

Estimated
Wind
Exergy
(billion
kWhir]

5.3
744.6
832.6
780.7
198.4
88.4
2650.0

3.1
441.5
493.7
462.9
117.7
52.4
1571.4

Table 3. Perfornance of a 39.5 kW Wind Turbine at the Holland Site

Month

(frysj

January
February
Match
April
May
June
July
August
Soptember
October
November
Decemoer

7.71
7.27
8.36
7.99
8.62
7.27
6.74
6.71
6.96
7.37
7.58
7.59

Annual Values

7.51

Dines. The soacing factor is delined here as

the numoer of rotor for Diaoel diameters
distance Oetween wind turoines. AS Such. it
does not dictate me layout of an array of
wind turines. Out rather measures the land
area per turine used in tMe array
A conservative spacing mactor of 10
(SF , 101 was used in this study. The areas
of each Wino region were measured and the
total swept areas lot each of Minnesota s
wind regions were Calculated according to
this euation:
Swept Area a ff.4) 9 Land Area SF1
Combining the swept area with the an.
nual cumulative wind energy and exergy
values results in an estimate of the energy
that is accessible from wind •ower in each
of Minnesota's wino regions (Table 2). The
estimated wind exergy of a region is the the
oretic limit of wind energy that Could be ex
tracted imuseful form.
The theoretic limits of wind energy are
enormous. The net electnc generation in
Minnesota dunng 1987 was 34,325 million
kWh. Region 6, with 654.000 acres of land.
has enough wind at 30 meter heights to the
oreftically produce an estimated 52.400 mil
lIon kWh of ecncity.
Performance Analysts of a Wind Turbine

Estimated
Wind
Energy
[billion
kWhyr]

$10

Average
Wind
Spew

cai area centereo a, 30 "e~er reicnts it can
oe caicutatea :Oasea cr .anc area and !me
soacing tactor iS Fi usec ;r, o.acrrg wincd ..

Monthly
Cumulative
Wind Energy

Monthly
Cumulative
Wind Exergy

[kW.vmj

jkWhvmj

325.9
232.8
414.2
348.3
444.3
232.8
224.1
213.5
242.8
300.4
335.3
328.9

193.2
138.0
245,6
206.5
263.5
138.0
132.9
126.6
144.0
178.1
198.8
195.0

3643.2
[kW'vml.yr)

2160.4
(kWh/ml.yr(

Estimated
Turbine
Generation

tkWhdrnonlhl
9.074
7,130
10.687
9.530
11.245
7,130
6.877
6.696
7.096
8.271
8.572
8C934

.7

101.242
jkWhryri

In the field, wind turbines do not attain theo
retic limits predicted in converting wind en
ergy into electricity, In order to assess
realistic wind turbine performance. the op
eration of a 39.5 kW turbine was modelled :
using measured vwnd speed data and the
manufacturers performance curve for the
wind machine which had a swept area of
84.3 square meters. Using the actual fre
Quency distributions and the wind turbine
power curve renders an accurate estimate
of the eletrc energy generated in an aver.
age year assuming that the turbine is run
ning all the time dunring the year.
Two WRAP sies were used in the analy
sis. The silte at Holland was chosen be
cause it is the best WRAP site in terms of
wind energy. And the site at Sunnise be
cause it is representative of a tesS-thtin-av
ersage site for the state. Wind speed diata
collected during three years (1986-1988)
were combined to establish monthly Ire
quency distibutions of an average year at
each sate. Taken together, the resuls. from
the two sites show the range of energy out.
Puts that might be exPected from the use of
wind turbines in Minnesota,
Tables 3 and 4 present the monthly and
annual cumulative wind energy and exergy,
as well as estimates of the electnc genera
ton of the turbine at the Holland and Sun
rise sites. The (-aooel predicts that a wind
turbine placed at the Holland site will gener
ate over twice the output of one placed at

the Sunrise site. The annual output for the
39.5 kW machine will be 101.242 kWh a
year at the Holland site and 41.223 kWh a

--

---

Tatfe 4. Performance of . 39.5 kW WInd Turbine at the Sunries Site

Mo'nth
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Annual Values

Average
Wind
Speae
m[sjl

Monthly
Cumulalive
Wind Energy
(kWhiml

Monthly
Cumulative
Wind Exergy
(kWh'mj

5.13
4,60
5.60
5.40
5.38
5.16
4.75
4.82
4.99
4.92
5.33
5.06

115,3
67.9
134.8
122.3
120.1
96.7
85.5
79.8
87.5
91.7
119.0
96.8

684
40.3
79.9
72.5
71.2
57.3
50.7
473
51.9
54.4
70.6
57.4

5.09

t217.4
[kWhVm1.yrj

year at the Sunrise site. This is entirely due
to the higher wind energy at the Holland
site. Theoretically, the maximum amount of
wind energy that the 39.5 kW turbine could
convert to electricity would be 182.122
kWh/year at the Holland site and 60.856
kWhNyar at the Sunrise Viae.
One way of judging a wind turbine's per.
lonnance is byetsannui effiaency, defined
as tts predicted generation per year over me
theoretic maximum that It could generate
per year. For the 39.5 kW turbine, the an.
nual efficiency Is 55.6 percent at the Hol
land site and 67.7 percent at the Sunrise
site. Although the turbine generates more
eiectricity at the Holland site, it captures a
greater percentage of the energy present at
the Sunrise ste.
The actual output of a wind turbine is doe
pendent on its performance curve and the
wind conditions at the soecifi• installation
site. The Holland snA Sunrse sites define
the range of exert
.wlues for Minnesota
wind conditions. From this performance
analysis one can conclude that the annual
output of a singte 39.5 kW turbine operating
in Minnesota should fall within the range of
40,000 kWh per year (Me value at the Sun
rise site) and 100.000 kWh per year (the
value at the Holand aito), assuming that the
turbitne i operating alt the time.
When the reasistic performance of the
•
x•t
39.5 kW wind turbine is applied 0 the
wind regin we begin to get a picture of thie
amount of energy available to Minnesota
through Its winds. Realistic performance.
we have demonltrated, Is roughly hal fte
theoreic mtL Table 2 gives us the horetic
*y* lor each of Minnesota's wind regions.
For Fegn 6 Is562.4 billion kWh per year
or 52,400 million kWh per year. Half is
roughly 25.000 million kWh of electricity
that could bi generated annually by this

Economic Analysis
Esumaiea
Turtine
Generation
[kWhmontr
3.855
2.354
4.527
4.002
4.001
3.376
2.930
2.811
3.065
3.129
3.780
3.393
41.223
[lWtVyr|

721.9
EkWhtm 2 ,yrj

Since electricity is easily ttansporied it
seems clear that Minnesota could gain sig
nificantly by developing wind power.

Economic factors are often c•.ec as oeie'
:5
mining whether or nc' an energy Systei
valid. Economic analysis of energy systems
is problematic in that the economic environ
merit can drastically change in a relatively
snort time. Therelore. a rigorous economic
analysis is not reported here: rather. a wind
viability mdex is dentned that may oe used in
ludging the viability of harnessing the wind
power in any of Minnesota's wind regions
By itsell, the once of the wind turbine is of
little importance. Comoanng the cost of the
turbine, the electncal generation thai can oe
expected during its lifetime, ano me current
pnce of electricity gives an economic tasis
for making investment decisions about
wind power. To this end. a wind viability in
dex (WVI) was created and defined as the
product of the regional annual cumulative
wind exargy and the local utility electric rate.
Areas served by Minnesota's electnc co
operative districts were suaerimposed on
the map of Minnesota wind regions (Figure
1) to produce a map Showing the wind Vi.
ability regions in Minnesota (Figure 21. The

Figure 2. Minnesota Wind Viability Regions

(Baoed on Wind Exergy and 1988 Electric Cooperative District Rates)

"sml relgiont awloe. This oonstiutes 51 per

cent of Minnesota'* entire electric con
sumption In 1987 (40.704 •
kWh)..

8

In Califomla, where government regulatlons encoursge tie development of renewable energy, wind perks like this one at Atamont
Pass are run by Independent companies Mhat lease land and make money trom wind energy. There aft 17,000 wind turbines In

California. producing enough energy to meet all tMe personal needs of residents ina community the lsze of San Francisco.
WVI was calculated for each region using
the average residential customer electric
rate as the local utility rate and the wind

exergy rates lhsted in Table I.
This map is a useful aid in detenmning
where wind turbines are economically vi.
aile. One indicator, the maximum doilar
value Of the power produced annually by
any particular turbine. can oe estimated Dy
multiplying me WVI by the sweet area of the
rotor. At the Sunrise site, for example.
where M WVI is 74.5. one 39.5 kW turbine
wiUl
produce a maximum of S6.280.35 worth
of electicity in a year. The performance
analysis outlined above, however, predicts
that in actuality the annual electnc value
would be $3,13300. The same machine at
the holland site would produce a maximum
Of S1 3.395.25. with a perlormance analysis
estimate of $6,398.50 annually.
In botm cases. Me pertormance analysis
predicts Ihat the annual value will be ap
roimAItely half te maximum annual value
estimated by the WVt numbers. This difer
ence is due to three factors. First. the per
foimance analysi$ is baseW on the turbine s
performlnce curve, The performance
curve of the 39.5 kWmachine snows tiat no
electncity is generated if wind speeds are
oeiow 2.7 meters pet secona (6 mpn) and

Dower is limited to 39.5 kW for wind speeds
acove 15.6 meters per second (35 mph).
Second. the performance analysis is
founded on the actual wind distributions
odunng the years 1986 through 1988. The
WVI incorporates the cumulative annual
wind exergy. which was calculated using
average monthly wind soeeds in the Ray
Ieigp function. Third. wind exergy repre
sent3 the maximum amount of energy that
could be extracted by an ideal wind turbine.
in reality. tumines caoture roughly 40 to 75
Dercent of me wind exergy.
Taking these factors into account. it ao
pears that a closet approximation of the
annual value of a wmnO turbine may be cal.
cutaled by dvding the WVI in half and then
multiopying by the turbine's swept area. To

optain the value of thI turine over its entire
iletime. the yearly value is then multiplied
oy the machine's estimated lifetime, This
assumes an unchanging utility tale. which
Is unlikely, so Me lifetime value of a turbine
calculaed in this way may be viewed as a
minimum value,
Another economic indicator is the ratio of
in* dollar investment to the amount of eiec.
InCity generated over a wind turbine s life.
!me lassumed here to be 25 yearst. Itthe
utility rate Is assumedl constant over the tur-

9

ime's lifetime, the ratio may be quickly cal.
culated using the WVI. To apply the
economic ratio to the 39.5 kW wind turbine.
quotes on the 1989 prices for the turbine
and its installatiort were Obtained (Tattle 5).
The total initial cost of a Single turbine was
used as the investment value here, This
gave an economic ratio that ranged from
Table 5. Start-up Costs for Buying and
Installing a 39.5 kW Wind Turbine, 1989

One
Turbine
Blades
$ 5.400
Brake system
2,400
Eiectncai systems
4.370
Concrete footing
945
Towertlo0 It)
10.000
Top trame
2400
Gear cox
5.200
Generator
900
Laoor
9.500
Totals

$41.115

One Turbine
m a Bulk
Order tot
One
Hunarea
Turbines
$3,750
1.790
3,875
775
5.500
2.100
2.480
850
9.500
$30.620

....
.

0 35 to 4 45 tot ooeration in drfferent areas
of Minnesota thei costs can oe rncoroo.
rated into the investment value. lor exam

pie. tanm leases ans maintenance When
they are added, the economic ratio goes
down.
An economic ratio of 1,0 defines the
OreaK even point, For the 39,5 kW turbine
any winoviahility region with a value of 40 or
more (Figure 2) vil give an economic ratio
of 1.0. t1is clear then, that almost any place
in Minnesota will be SIle to at least break
even on an inmtia investment in this size tur
Dint. Along the Buffalo Ridge in southwest
em Minnesota twnere the WVI ranges from
95 to t74) investiment in wind turbines
economically soiund,
would delinitely iDe
At present. Minnesota's economic cli.
mate discourages investment in wind en.
orgy Systems. The tax incentives for do.
veloornent of alternative energy sources.
created in the late 1970s following the
energy crisis of that time, no longer exist.
Further. Minnesota law makes it difficult tot
anyone but a utility company to develop
wind energy. The current law states that
"._a Quailyng facility having less than 40
kilowatt capacity may elect that the com.
pensation for net input by the qualifying fa
cility into the utility system snall be at the
average retail utility energy rate." How.
ever. if awind turbine has a capacity greater
than 40 kW. the owner must negotiate the
buy-tack pnce with the utility, based on
"avoide• cost " At prelent. prices based on
avoided cost (2-3 cents pertkW)ti are lower
than average retail utility energy rates (3.5
8.4 cents vorikWhl. Minnesota law clearly
leaves any significant investment in wind
energy systems inthe control of electnic util
ities.
Among the electric utilities operating in
the state. only Northem States Power Com
pany (NSP) has invested in wind turbines.
NSP owns and operates a wind farm con.
sisting of three 65 kW wind turbines located
near Holland. Minnesota,
Although the NSP wind farm is admir
able. Minnesota would do well to enact a
compr•e•enve program to encourage utili
ties and non-utility parties in developing
wind larms on a larger scale. Minnesota's
ingenous onergy resources are limited to
peat, solar, wind, and hydropower. At
ofe*ent. neither wind nor direct solar an
ergy ate truly being developed. Large

would translate into a reduclion in acid rain
anr glioati warming thiat stems from Minne
sota s exhausts The safely and storage
problems surrounding nuclear energy
would end if nuclear energy could be dis.
placed Dy renewable energy resources.
Minnesota has only just begun to exam.
me and exploit wind as an energy source.
The Wind Resource Assessment Pro
grams six-year data base is only an initial
step toward this end. Economic. political,
arnd environmental concerns all suggest
that Minnesota neess to encourage re.
search aimed at large-scale wind farm op
erations. Wind energy development at a
rational and realistic growth rate is cntical if
sensible wind strategy is to become part of
Minnesota's energy policy.

amounts of money flow out of the state

to pay lot the imported electricity, coal,
petroleum, and natural gas. Investment in
wind fainTs Could reduce this flow of dollars.
provide "obs.and possibly lend some stabil
fty to Minnesota's energy picture if another
energy crisis occurs.
In addition tO these economic concerns,
the envlQrnment would benefit from wind
farnt deveoiarnent. A significant portion of
the coal and nuclear fuel used to produce
eectriecty could be r"aced by wind energy
systems, Reduction in coal consumption

10
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Robert G"uam Is completing his Ph.D. In
mechanical engineering at the Univer.
sity at Minnesota. For his thesis. he is
preparing an analysis of renewable en.
ergy systems in Minnesota. He com
pares the current energy use of each
system with Its potential and with cur.
rent energy consumptio ininthe state.
His analysts of hydropower appeared in
the December 1989 CURA Reporter.
This paper presents his analysis of wind
power. His work on wind power was
funded by CURA, Gelsen Is currently
working as mnagner of a research and
development group at NorLake, Inc, in
Hudson. Wisconsin.
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Wildlife:

Operation of the ISFSI will have a minimal impact on the local
wildlife.
Birds are not expected to roost directly on the casks due
to their high surface temperature.
The fence which surrounds the
ISFSI will prevent access by larger mammals.

0

Water bodies and aquatic resources:
Operation of the ISMSI will not require use of any water or aquatic
resources.
Runoff from the site will be generated following
precipitation events.
This runoff will not be contaminated with
radiaoactivity since the exterior of the casks will be decontaminated
prior to cask transfer to the ISFSI and the spent fuel pool racks
will be stored in the Equipment Storage Building where precipitation
will not fall upon them.
The radlolo2ical quality of the ground water on Prairie Island win
brought Up in co.mments 3a and SA.
As a nart of the RadIological
Environmental Monitoring Program at the Prairie Island plant. local
ground water samples are collected and analyzed for tritium. Tritium

Im a radioactlvC-form of the elemngh--hygrgaen.
It occurs In ,yerX.
small amounts in nature, and is formed-In nuclear 2ower plants as a

bvy-roduct of power production.
Tritium is also produced when
nuclear weapons are eC=loded.
For this reason. tritium iS present in
around water ruipolies which were recharged from the 1940's through
1970.

For more information.

see Alexander and Alexander. -Resldence

Times of Minnesota Groundwater".. Journal of the Minnesota Academy or
Sciences. 1989,

O

The Prairie Island plant is allowed to discharpe small amounts of
tritium to the Hilsissippi River. within quideline3 established by

the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the Environmental ProteCtion
Agency. Wastewater flows into the diachargeacanalo and from there_
intotbe main channel of the Mississippi River.
Ground water flow on
Prairie Island appears to be aenerally from northeast to southwest,
or from the Mississinpi River to the Vermillion River.
During routine monitoring, tritium has been _detected in Prairle
Island ground water. The highest level _found was 1870 Dice-Curies

Rer liter
(DCI/l).
This was in a residential well south of the
1lant, between the discharge canal and the Vermillicn River.
Lower
levels

of

tritium

have beyn detec!ted

in

other

drinking water wells

and ground water sees. The intial observation was made in. November.
1989. and has been confirmed in subsequent samplina. The U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency allown drinking water to be consumed
which contains up to 20,000 tCi/I
of tritium.
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